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The study which provides the foundation for the report 
was initiated by the Criminal Justice Center in January of 
1976. The Center previously had been approa�hed by Chief 
Charles Anderson, of the Anchorage Police Department, who 
suggested that he felt his Department's operations could be 
made more productive if his officers could use citations in 
lieu of physical arrest and the attendant booking process in 
misdemeanor cases. 
The same issue was raised r in a slightly different context, 
by James Gould, an Assistant District Attorney in the office 
of Joseph Balfe, the District Attorney for the Third Judicial 
District. Mr. Gould was serving as an adjunct faculty member 
to the Center and was also a member of the Courts Task Force 
for the State's Standards and Goals Project. Mr. Gould reported 
that the Courts Task Force was dealing with the same issue and 
that the Alaska State Troopers had expressed a strong interest 
in making greater use of citations in misdemeanor cases. 
The possibility of the Center providing assistance to these 
law enforcement agencies was discussed by the Center's staff. 
Because the Center's Director of Research had initiated a 
similar project during his tenure as Legal Advisor to the San 
Jose, California, Police Department, it was decided that the 
Center had the necessary expertise to effectively deal with 
1.
such a project. 
A tentative work plan for the project was developed and 
submitted to the Governor's Commission on the Administration 
of Justice at its November meeting in Sitka, along with a 
number of other proposed areas for Center sponsored research. 
The entire matter of the Center's involvement in the research 
area was referred to a subcommittee at the Sitka meeting. 
That subcommittee reported back to the Governor's Commission 
at its January meeting in Juneau, and among its recommendations 
concluded that it would be appropriate for the Center to 
become involved in developing a Uniform Citation project. 
Anticipating this approval, letters had been sent to 
the Alaska Court System, the Alaska Public Defender, the Alaska 
State Troopers, the Anchorage District Attorney and the 
Anchorage Police Department in early December soliciting their 
cooperation in the project and requesting that they designate 
a representative of their agency to serve on a project Task 
Force. 
The following individuals were so designated: 
Ms. Susan Burke r Alaska Court System 
Capt. Robert Penman, 
Mr. James Gould, 
Capt. George Weaver, 
Alaska State Troopers 
Anchorage District Attorney 
Anchorage Police Department 
Because of demands on limited resources, the Alaska 
Public Defender, Mr. Brian Shortell, requested simply that he 
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be kept informed of the project's progress. Since the 
involvement of the Public Defender's Office in the planning 
process would not be as critical as that of the other represen­
tatives, the Center agreed that this arrangement would be 
appropriate. 
The Task Force has met on five occasions in the course 
of developing this project. Prior to each meeting, the Project 
Director provided Task Force members with materials which would 
form the basis for discussion at the meeting. This approach 
reduced the burden of work required ?f the Task Force members, 
all of whom had numerous other responsibilities. It also 
substantially reduced the time required to address the various 
issues involved in the project at each meeting. 
This report summarizes the work of the Task Force and is 
designed to serve two purposes. First, it has been prepared 
to provide the chief executive officers of each of the agencies 
involved with a document for their review and subsequent sign­
off so that they may proceed with implementation of a uniform 
citation program within their respective agencies. 
Secondly, the report is designed to provide guidelines 
for other law enforcement agencies in Alaska should they conclude 
that a similar program would be beneficial to their agencies' 
operations. 
To the extent that it� resources permit, the Center is 





In its report, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, 
the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 
of Justice recommended that: 
11 Each community should establish procedures to enable 
and encourage police departments to release, in 
appropriate classes of cases, as many arrested per­
sons as possible promptly after arrest upon issuance 
of a citation or summons requiring subsequent appear­
ance."* 
This recommendation was not designed to break new ground 
in the area of police operations. Indeed, as the report noted, 
such procedures had already been established in New York City 
and in a number of California jurisdictions. 
At the time the report was issued, however, relatively 
few law enforcement agencies had made use of such procedures. 
New York City's experience was by far the most noteworthy at 
the time and had gained considerable national attention, if 
not emulation. Since subsequent efforts in this area largely 
had their genesis in the New York model, a brief review of 
that experiment will be useful to the reader of this report. 
Rather than paraphrasing the New York experiment, we have 
provided a series of pertinent excerpts from a report issued 
by the Vera Institute of Justice** which developed the New York 
* The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, p. 133 (G.P.0.) 1967.
** "The Manhattan Sumi,1ons Project", The Criminal Justice




"The success of the Manhattan Bail Project led 
the New York City Police Department and Vera to 
experiment with earlier release - at the station­
house instead of in court. The necessary legal 
mechanism, a summons in lieu of arrest, had long 
existed within New York criminal procedure. Its 
use, however, had been limited largely to traffic 
offenses and administrative code violations. The 
Manhattan Summons Project focused on the issuance 
of summonses for frequently committed Penal Law 
misdemeanors and petty offenses.*" 
"* The idea of increased use of the summons was 
not new; such reform had been suggested for nearly 
40 years. Arthur Beeley's 1927 critique of pre­
trial justice in Chicago was followed in 1931 by 
the Wickersham Report, which deplored the 'indis­
criminate exercise of the power of arrest throughout 
the country,' and counseled a closer parallel to the 
European practice of initiating prosecution by a 
summons whenever possible. The American Law Insti­
tute Code of Criminal Procedure (1931] contained a 
discretionary summons provision as a substitute for 
a warrant in misdemeanor cases. The Uniform Arrest 
Act of 1939 allowed police officers to cite misde­
meanants instead of arresting them. In 1963 the 
Attorney General's Committee on Poverty and the 
Administration of Federal Criminal Justice recom­
mended broader use of summonses." * 
"With the permission of the Appellate Division 
of the Supreme Court of New York State, First and 
Second Departments, and the Criminal Court of the 
City of New York,summonsing authority was initially 
granted in 196 4 to the Police Department for cases 
involving simple assault and petty larceny. The 
14th precinct in Manhattan was selected as the 
target area for a three-month pilot test. This 
location, containing a large waterfront and ware­
house area, the garment district, and several of 
the city's major department stores, was chosen 
because of its large volume of arrests in the 
selected crime categories. 
* Id. p .. 2 � ...
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The Summonsing Procedures 
The summonsing procedures were based on Police 
Department regulations, the Criminal Court Act, 
and the Manhattan Bail Project verification process. 
The techniques were as follows: A suspect was 
brought to the precinct stationhouse to be searched 
and questioned by the arresting officer. If 
arrested for a summonsable offense, the suspect was 
offered the opportunity to be interviewed by a Vera 
staff member, usually a law student. 
If the defendant 1 s consent was obtained, the 
interviewer asked a series of questions designed to 
elicit information about the defendant's ties to the 
community and thus the likelihood that he would 
appear for trial. Question� covered the length of 
residence in New York City and at the current 
address; family ties; employment; school e.nrollment 
and attendance; and prior convictions. Responses 
were scored objectively on a weighted point scale, 
and if the minimum necessary score was attained, 
an attempt was made, usually by .telephone, to 
verify the information. The Police Identification 
Unit was called to determine whether the defendant 
was wanted for any other crime. After verification, 
the arresting officer could recommend the issuance 
of a summons to the precinct desk officer. On 
approval, the arresting officer issued the summons, 
returnable within 14 days. The defendant was then 
free to leave and the arresting officer returned 
to his post. 
Usually the summons process took less than one 
hour. In the absence of the summons, arrest­
arraignment procedures would have consumed anywhere 
from five to eight hours." * 
"Results of the Program 
The summons investigation has proved to be a 
reliable technique for identifying those defendants 
who will appear in court when requiredp During the 
first two years of city-wide operation only 5.3 per 
cent of the summonsed defendants failed to appear 
in court on the return date of the summons. After 
subtracting those who appeared voluntarily on a 
subsequent date and those who missed the scheduled 
appearance by reason of hospitalization or confine-
* Id. pp" 3 , 4 .
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ment by another agency, the net rate of non­
appearance declined to 4. 6 per cent. 
Cost Effectiveness 
During its two years of city-wide operation the 
Manhattan Summons Project has saved New York City 
over 46,000 eight-hour police tours valued in 
excess of $2.5 million. 
Additional Benefits of the Summons Program 
The benefits realized by the summons program go 
beyond cost savings and an increase in police 
patrol time. Other city agencies, the individual 
defendant, and the community gain substantially 
from the Manhattan Sununons Project. 
THE COURTS AND THE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
The Project increases court efficiency. While 
arrest procedures preclude advance scheduling of 
arraignments, the summons process does permit a 
more even flow of arraignment cases. More rapid 
disposition of cases is thus made possible because 
attorneys can be present with prepared defenses. 
The Project also lightens the workload of the 
Department of Correction and helps relieve over­
crowded detention facilities. 
THE DEFENDANT. 
Defendants released on sununonses avoid hours of 
custody prior to arraignment. After arraignment 1 
having demonstrated that they will appear in court< 
they are almost always released on their own recog­
nizance pending additional court appearances. 
Elimination of pretrial detention means more than 
just the avoidance of crowded, degrading confine­
ment. Defendants are able to keep their jobs, 
stay with their families p and prepare their defenses. 
THE COMMUNITY 
The community profits from increased police protec­
tion and improved police-community relations. On 
the economic side f the community is spared the cost 
of transporting prisoners to jail and keeping them 
in custody as well as providing welfare assistance 
which often becomes necessary if the head of the 
family is jailed." * 
* Id. r pp. 4 - 9. 
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Other national bodies concerned with overall improvement 
of our system of criminal justice have strongly supported the 
concept of release on citations in lieu of arrest. Because 
they provide additional light on the subject and thereby con­
tribute to a better understanding of the issue, we have liberally 
e�cerpted from those studies in this report. 
The American Bar Association (IL B .A.) , during the late 
sixties, initiated a massive study of our country's criminal 
justice processes. Their efforts resulted in an eighteen 
volume study which covered virtually every aspect of a criminal 
case from arrest to final disposition on appeal, Their recom­
mendations on the use of the summons in lieu of arrest are 
instructive in that they are among the most comprehensive. 
In their volume on Pretrial Release": they recommended 
the following: 
"PART II. RELEASE BY LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER ACTING 
WITHOUT AN ARREST WARRANT 
2. 1 Policy favoring issuance of citations.
It should be the policy of every law enforcement
agency to issue citations in lieu of arrest or
continued custody to the maximum extent consistent
with the effective enforcement of the law. A law
enforcement officer having grounds for making an
arrest should take the accused into custody or,
already having done so 6 detain him further only
when such action is required by the need to carry
out legitimate investigative functions, to protect
the accused or others where his continued liberty
would constitute a risk of immediate harm or when
there are reasonable grounds to believe that the
accused will refuse to respond to a citation.
* Pretrial Release, A.B.A. Project on Minimum Standards for
Criminal Justice, Chicago (1968) .
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· 2.2 Mandatory issuance ot citation.
(a} Legislative or court rules should be adopted 
which enumerate the minor offenses for which. cita­
tions must be issued. A police officer who has 
ground to charge a person with such a listed offense 
�hould be required to issue a citation in lieu of 
arrest or, if an arrest has been made, to issue a 
citation in lieu of taking the accused to the police 
station or to court. 
(b) When an arrested person has been taken to a ·
police station and a decision has been made to charge 
him with an offense for which the total imprisonment 
may not exceed 6 months, the responsible officer 
should be required to issue a citation in lieu of 
continued custody. 
(c) The requirement to issue a citation set
forth in (a) and (bl of this section need not apply 
and a warrant may be issued: 
(i) where an accused subject to lawful arrest
fails to identify himself satisfactorily; 
(ii} where an accused refuses to sign the 
citation; 
(iii} where arrest or detention is necessary 
to prevent imminent bodily harm to the accused 
or to another; 
{iv} where the accused has no ties to the
jurisdiction reasonably sufficient to assure his 
appearance and there is a substantial likelihood 
that he will refuse to respond to a citation; 
{v) where the accused previously has failed 
to appear in response to a citation concerning 
which he has given his written promise to appear. 
(d) When an officer makes an arrest pursuant to
subsection (c) above, he should be required to 
indicate his reasons in writing. 
·2.3 Permissive authority to issue citations in all
cases. 
(a) Authority. A law enforcement officer acting
without a warrant who has reasonable cause to 
believe that a person has committed any offense 
should be authorized by law to issue a citation in 
lieu of arrest or continued custody. The authority 
to issue citations in serious crimes should not 
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extend to the patrolman in the field but should 
be limited to the appropriate i�pervising officer 
in the police station. The statute authorizing 
such action should require that the appropriate 
judicial or administrative agency promulgate 
detailed rules of procedure governing the exer­
cise of authority to issue citations. 
· (b) Implementation. Each law enforcement
agency should promulgate regulations designed to 
increase the use of citations to the greatest 
degree consistent with public safety. Except 
where arrest or continued custody is patently 
necessary, the regulations should require such 
inquiry as is practicable into the accused's 
place and length of residence, his family 
relationships, references, present and past 
employment, his criminal record, and any other 
facts relevant to appearance in response to a 
citation. 
2.4 Lawful searches. 
Nothing in these standards should be construed 
to affect a law enforcement officer's authority 
to conduct an otherwise lawful search even though 
a citation is issued. 
2.5 Persons in need of care. 
Notwithstanding that a citation is issued, a 
law enforcement officer should be authorized to 
take a cited person to an appropriate medical 
facility if he appears mentally or physically 
unable to care for himself. " * 
The A. B. A's comments on their reconunenda tions are also 
useful in understanding why summonses were infrequently used 
at that time. They noted: 
"Several reasons account for the almost total 
failure to use citations instead of arrest. The 
first is that few state statutes authorize such 
action by the police except in the case of minor 
traffic and similar 'non-criminal' violations. 
This fact probably reflects more a lack of 
* Id. p. 1, 2, of Amendments, p. 31, 33, 36 , 38 of original text.
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legislative attention than a considered judgment 
that arrest is always necessary. · · I:n ·some cases, 
however, there may a·lso exist a more ·or· less artic,..... 
ulated notion that arrest itself has some punitive 
function. See Lafave, Alternatives to the Present 
Bail System, 1965 U.Ill. L.F. 8, 13._ Secondly, the 
decision to issue a citation instead of making an 
arrest requires the officer to openly exercise his 
discretion. This, he has often been taught, is 
somehow improper and exposes him to the charge of 
acting discriminatorily. Goldstein, Police Discretion 
Not to Invoke the Criminal Process: Low-Visibility 
Decisions in the Administration of Justice, 6 9  Yale 
L.J. 543, 557-60, and nn.26, 27 (1960); LaFave, The
Police and Nonenforcement of the Law--Part I, 19�
Wis.L.Rev. 104, 117. Even if the Police are 
authorized to issue citations and accept their 
authority to do so, they seldom have sufficient 
facts upon which to make an informed judgment 
whether a particular defendant should be cited or 
arrested. 
Arrest commonly serves as the basis·for certain 
kinds of investigatory procedures, the most important 
of which is the search incident to arrest. Custody 
may also be thought necessary to fingerprint and 
photograph the accused where that is appropriate, 
for interrogation to the extent and under the 
conditions imposed by Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 
436 (196 6), and for possible identification by 
witnesses viewing a lineup. See generally United 
States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218 (1967). 
Moreover, considerations of immediate public 
safety or the physical well-being of the accused may 
dictate arrest even in relatively minor matters. If 
the accused is threatening violence to others or has 
been involved in a fight, arrest may clearly be 
necessary. If he is intoxicated to such an extent 
that he cannot be trusted at liberty or is unable 
to care for himself, he should be taken into custody, 
although he may soon be released to medical care 
(see § 2.5, infra) . 
Finally r if the officer has reason to believe 
that the accused will refuse to appear, either 
because he is a transient with no roots in the commu­
nity or has a past history of refusing to appear to 
answer criminal charges, of course he will be un� 
.likely to issue a citation" 
llo 
The point is that while there are doubtless a 
number of legitimate reasons for arresting an 
accused rath�r than issuing him a citatio�, the 
act of arrest ought not to be committed unless an 
acceptable justification can be articulated. Law 
enfo�cement agencies ought to train their officers 
to make a conscious choice between arrest and 
citation based on factors relevant to the necessity 
of arrest." * 
The American Law Institute, in their work on pre-arraignment. 
procedures** was the next major b6dy to address the use of 
summonses in lieu of arrest. They recommended that: 
"Section 3.02. Citation in Lieu of or in Connection 
With Arrest Without a Warrant. 
(.l} Citation Without Arrest. A law enforcement 
officer acting without a warrant who has reasonable 
cause to believe that a person has committed an 
offense may, subject to the regulations to be issued 
pursuant to subsection (4) of this section, issue a 
citation to such person to appear in court in lieu of 
arresting him. 
{2) Citation After Arrest. A law enforcement 
officer who has arrested a person without a warrant 
may, subject to the regulations to be issued pursuant 
to subsection (4) of this section, issue a citation 
to such person to appear in court in lieu of taking 
him to a police station as provided in Section 3.09. 
(3) Procedure for Issuing Citations. In issuing
a citation hereunder the officer shall proceed as 
follows: 
(a) He shall prepare a written citation to
appear in 6ourt, containing the name and address 
of the cited person and offense charged, and 
stating when the person shall appear in court. 
Unless the person requests an earlier date, the 
time specified in the citation to appear shall 
be at least three days after the issuance of 
the citation. 
(b) One copy of the citation to appear shall
be delivered to the person cited, and such person 
* Id., pp. 31, 32. (Emphasis added.)
** ''A Model Code of Pre-Arraignment Procedure", A.L. I. Tentative 
Draft No. 2. (April 196 9) .
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shall sign a duplicate written citation which 
shall be retained by the officer. 
(c) The officer shall thereupon release the
cited person from any custody. 
{d) As soon as practicable, one copy of the 
citation shall be filed with the court specified 
therein, and one copy shall be delivered to the 
prosecuting attorney. 
At least 24 hours before the time set in the citation 
for the cited person to appear, the prosecuting 
attorney, or other person authorized by law to issue 
a complaint for the particular offense, shall either 
issue and file a complaint charging such person with 
an offense, or file with the court and deliver to 
such person a notice that a complaint has been refused 
and that such person is released from his obligation 
to appear. [Any person who wilfully violates a 
citation to appear in court hereunder is guilty of a 
misdemeanor.] 
(4) Regulations. The regulations issued pursuant
to Section 1.03 shall include regulations concerning 
the circumst�nces in which officers shall issue 
citations pursuant to this section. Those regulations 
shall be designed to provide the maximum use of cita­
tions, so that persons believed to have committed 
offenses will be taken into custody only when neces­
sary in the public interest." * 
The last study we quote from with respect to the use of 
citations is the National Advisory Com.mission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals, established in 1971 by L.E.A.A. 
to investigate the country's criminal justice systems and make 
. concrete recommendations and setr as often as practical, 
specific goals for the prevention and reduction of crime. This 
group issued a six volume final report f one of which dealt 
with the courts and contained recommendations on the use of 
citations. Those recommendations follow; 





in Lieu of Arrest 
Upon the appreh�rision, or following the charging, 
of a person for a misdemeanor or certain less serious 
felonies, citation or summons should be used in lieu 
of taking the person into custody. 
All law enforcement officers should be authorized 
to issue a citation in lieu of continued custody 
following a lawful arrest for such offenses. All 
judicial officers should be given authority to issue 
a summons rather than an arrest warrant in all cases 
alleging these offenses in which a complaint, infor­
mation or indictment is filed or returned against a 
person not already in custody. 
Summons should be served upon the accused in the 
same manner as a civil summons. 
1. Situations in Which Citation or Summons Is
Not Appropriate. Use of citation or sun�oons would 
not be appropriate under the following situations: 
a. The behavior or past conduct of the
accused indicates that his release presents a 
danger to individuals or to the community; 
b. The accused is under lawful arrest and
fails to identify himself satisfactorily; 
c. The accused refuses to sign the cita­
tion; 
d. The accused has no ties to the juris­
diction reasonably sufficient to assure his 
appearance; or 
e. The accused has previously failed to
appear in response to a citation or summons., 
2. Procedure for Issuance and Content of Cita­
tion and Summons. Whether issued by a law
enforcement officer or a court, the citation
or summons should:
a. Inform the accused of the offense with
which he is charged; 
b. Specify the date, time, and exact loca­
tion of trials in misdemeanors or the prelim­
inary hearing in felonies, 
c. Advise the accused of all of his rights
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applicable to his arrest and trial and of the 
conseq_uences of failing to appear? 
d. Explain the law concerning representation
by and provision of counsel, and contain a form 
for advising th� court (�ithin 3 days afte� 
service of citation or summons) of the name of 
his counsel or of the desire to have the court 
appoint an attorney to defend him; and 
e. State that in misdemeanor cases all
motions and an election of nonjury trial must be 
filed within 7 days after appointment of counsel 
with copies provided to the prosecutor. 
Upon the receipt of the notice that the accused 
desires counsel or if such notice is not filed, the 
court should take appropriate action to assure that 
counsel is provided within 24 hours after receipt of 
notice - or within 96 hours after arrest.� * 
Each of the studies just cited contained a number of 
common points as well as a variety of differing approaches to 
the use of citations in lieu of arrest. We ha�e tried to capture 
the best facets of each. in arriving at our recommendations. 
ALASKAN EFFORTS 
Since 1973, law enforcement officials in Alaska have had 
statutory authority to issue citations �n lieu of physical 
arrest and booking in misdemeanor cases. That authority is 
contained in AS 12.25. 180, et. seq., which are set forth in 
full in Appendix One of this Report. 
While we have not conducted a comprehensive survey, as 
best as the Task Force could determine only one Alaskan law 
enforcement agency has initiated a program utilizing this 
* "Courts ", The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, pp. 70, 71. (G.P.O. ) 1973.
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statutory authority. That agency is the Juneau Police 
Department. 
Juneau has, since August of 1975, used citations in lieu 
of arrest. Conversations with Chief Barkley have revealed 
that they have found the use of the citation has presented few 
problems and has resulted in significant savings in manhou:r;-s 
for other police purposes. Chief Barkley kindly provided the 
Task Force with copies of his policy directive on the use of 
the citation. 
The Task Force recognized that Juneau 1·s somewhat unique 
geographical setting permits a more liberal use of the citation 
than might be warranted in other areas of the state. In 
addition, the size of the Juneau community was considered to 
be another important ingredient to its effective utilization. 
Nevertheless 1 the Juneau experience is valuable in that it 
demonstrated that the use of the citation in lieu of arrest 
was possible in Alaska and it provided a very handy point of 
reference for the work of the Task Force. Appenaix Two contains 
copies of the Juneau policy. 
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APPROACH 
PLACE AT WHICH C ITATION IS I SSUED ; 
One of the first issues the Task Force decided to resolve 
was the place at which the citation would be issued. Two basic 
alternatives were present . They reflected the New York City 
approach and the California approach to the issue . In New York 
City the arrested party was brought to a precinct station house 
and a decision to release on a summons (New York City ' s  equiv­
alent of a citation) was made after consultation with a 
superior officer . That consultation followed a brief background 
inquiry related to the arrested party . (Appendix Three provides 
copies of the New York City procedures and forms. ) 
In California the usual procedure is to release the 
arrested party in the field through the use of a uniform 
citation . 
citation . )  
(Appendix Four provides samples of California ' s
The Task Force , in the final analysis, opted for the 
California approach as best suited to the needs of Alaska law 
enforcement agencies. New York City's approach was cost-effective 
simply because the normal time required to physically arre�t -and 
process a person in that City ' s  system averaged from five (5) 
to eight (8 ) hours . With the exception of the most remote 
areas of Alaska r that amount of time never occurr�d in processing 
17. 
individuals through this state ' s  system . 
Moreover, since a major obj ective of a citation program 
is to reduce the amount of time a patrol of ficer is away from 
his patrol area , the Task Force concluded that the California 
approach better served that end . Ther� was recognition among 
Task Force members, however , that there might be situations in 
which it would be desirable to take the arrested party to a 
police facility for legitimate reasons r such as further 
questioning , and then release the individual upon issuance of 
a citation . 
CRITERIA FOR RELEASE � 
Having resolved the issue of where a citation should be 
issued, the Task Force turned its attention to a discussion of 
the factors which a law enforcement officer should consider in 
reaching a decision whether or not to issue a citation in lieu 
of physical arrest and booking . 
Deliberations on this issue were guided, in part, by 
AS 12. 25. 180 , et . �eq . , Juneau ' s  guidelines, and those used 
by New York City . These examples were considered in terms of 
their appropriateness to a program which would serve the City 
of Anchorage as well as all areas of the state under the 
jurisdiction of the Alaska State Troopers. Consequently , 
modifications designed to reflect circumstances unique to 
Alaska ' s  geography , its population and employment characteristic s ,
18.
among others , were considered to be essential . 
Certain criteria were easily developed . The Task Force 
readi ly agreed that the nature of the crime alleged to have 
been committed by the individual in  custody was the most 
critical factor in any release decision. There was also 
agreement among the law enforcement representatives on the 
Task Force that factors peculiar to their individual agencies 
would likely result in their reaching independent conclusions 
as to which crimes they would recommend as being , or not being, 
subject to release decisions. Appendix Five sets forth the 
individual recommendations of each agency in this area . Quite 
clearly final decisions on this important matter rest with the 
respective chief executive officers of those agencies . Similarly , 
other agencies which may consider the implementation of a citation 
program will also have to consider the circumstances surrounding 
enforcement policies in their communities before arriving at 
decisions of this sort . 
Having established a listing of crimes for which citations 
may be issued , the next step in the process was a consideration 
of what factors related to the suspect and the circumstances 
surrounding the particular crime should be considered by th� 
arresting officer. 
The first question concerns the identity of the suspect. 
The Task Force concluded that the officer should obtain the 
name , date of birth , address and marital status of the person 
in custody. Th�reafter , the officer should ascertain the 
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nature of proof of identity. The Task Force concluded that an 
Alaska driver ' s  license should be considered the best evidence 
of true identity , since it contains a picture of the individual 
to whom it was issued. Secondary consideration should be given 
to another state ' s  operator ' s  license if it contains a picture , 
or to other forms of identification issued by governmental 
agencies, such as the military , which contain pictures. In all 
cases , the Task Force agreed , this type of evidence of true 
identity should be coupled with ftirther evidence of a local 
residence. The Task Force felt that the stronger the proof of 
identity became, the more likely the person in custody would 
become eligibl� for release by citation , all other things 
remaining equal . 
Failure to produce any evidence of identity , the Task Force 
felt , should give rise to doubt about the advisability of 
release by citation , but in and of itself should not halt an 
inquiry directed towards that end . 
The next logical step in the inquiry should deal with the 
length of time the suspect has resided at his current address. 
The aim of this type of questioning is to determine the degree 
to which the suspect has stable ties to the community in which 
he currently resides , or has displayed a pattern of stability 
in the past in other communities if he is a recent addition to 
the community . Once again , the Task Force concluded that the 
more stable were ties to the community , the more eligible an 
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individual would become for release by citation . 
In addition to identity and residence the Task Force also 
concluded that marital status and family ties were important 
factors to be considered in a release decision . An assumption 
was made that an individual who supports oth�rs , or can or does 
rely upon others for support was a better risk for release than 
the individual who was a loner. 
Employment was also considered to be a critical factor by 
the Task Force. The suspect with the job, who has held that 
j ob for a significant period of time , is again a better risk 
for release than the individual who is unemployed and has been 
for a l ong period of time . 
The final factor which the Task Force believed to be 
critical to a release decision was the arresting officer 1 s 
knowledge about the suspect ' s  past criminal history. Where the 
officer has knowledge of prior criminal involvement by the 
person in custody f such knowledge obviously wil l be u seful in 
determining the appropriate course of action . However , the 
Task Force did believe that previous arrests , per se , should 
not automatically disqualify an individual from consideration 
for release by a citation . 
There were a number of less important factors which the 
Task Force concluded could assist an officer i n  making a 
decision with respect to the use of a citation . Among them 
were ; is the individual under a doctor ' s  care ; is be receiving 
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welfare , unemployment or workman ' s  compensation benefits ; is 
he attending school in the community '1 is he a member of  a 
military reserve unit, etc . These and simj lar questions can 
provide the arresting officer with further indications of  the 
degree to _which the suspect is a reasonably stable member of 
the community. 
The stress placed on questions related to the degree of 
community stability by the Task Force becomes clear when one 
considers the underlying rationale behind the use of the 
citation, as well as the use of arrest and physical booking . 
The basic obj ective of the arrest and subsequent physical 
booking of a suspect is to develop information on his true 
identity and to establish some certainty that he wil J. appear 
at subsequent court proceedings . Traditionally , thi s second 
goal has been achieved either by detention or by release upon 
posting of bail . More recently , the practice of release upon 
one ' s  own recognizance - that is, one ' s  word that he will appear 
in the future - has gained greater acceptance and is probably 
the primary form of release in misdemeanor cases in Alaska 1 
although the Task Force has no hard data to substantiate this 
assumption. 
If, then, the entire purpose of initial post arrest 
proceedings is designed in large measure to insure the future 
appearances of the arrested person in court , the question 
arises as to what is the basis for concluding that bail or 
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O . R. release are the only forms of that insurance available. 
When one looks at the types of information sought by 
the Courts in reaching those decisions (bail or O . R. } , one 
finds that the nature of the inquiry is almost identical to 
that which we have suggested that an officer considering the 
issuance of a citation follow. 
The basic objective of both exercises, in the final 
analysis, is a determination of whether or not the person 
under arrest will show up in court at subsequent proceedings . 
If one accepts this premise, then it is easy to understand 
the stress placed on factors related to the individual ' s  
stability within the community . The more stable and permanent 
those ties are, the less likely there are to be reasons why 
the arrested person will flee the jurisdiction of the court . 
Having arrived at agreement on the criteria to be u sed 
in  making release by citation decisions, the Task Force next 
considered the advisability of establishing a point system 
to be used in weighting each criterion . Precedent for thi s  
approach existed in  the New York City procedure . 
If all the criteria to be considered by the arresti ng 
officer could be listed , then one could look at each criter� ­
ion•, weigh its importance against all the others I and give it 
a numerical score which reflected the degree of importance 
to be accorded that particular criterion. A total possible 
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score could thus be obtained , and from that a cutof f point 
could be established . Those scoring above the line would 
automatically become eligible for release , unless circumstances 
not contained in the list dictated a contrary course of action . 
Those scoring below the line would not be eligible for release 
under any circumstances . 
The perceived benefits of such a scheme are that it 
reduces the frequency of arbitrary action on the part of an 
arresting officer . It also provides a ready means of reviewing 
cases involving individuals who are issued citations but fail 
to appear, with a view towards identifying common characteristics 
which can then be used to readjust the cutoff  line for release. 
The problems with such a scheme are those inherent in 
any effort to quantify subjective factors � One is never quite 
certain that the weighting is appropriate , or that all relevant 
factors are contained in the list which makes up the total . In 
addition, there is no inherent guarantee in such a scheme that 
all officers will truthfully record, and thus score, the informa­
tion provided to them by the person in custody .  
Consequently , the Task Force decided against a q point" 
system approach to decision making . It was determined that in 
lieu of such a system 0 the program they were considering for 
Alaska would be best served by the development of a fairly 
comprehensive list of the various types of factors which an 
arresting officer shm'ild consider in reaching a decis i.on with. 
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respect to release by citation . That list is set forth in 
Appendix Six of this Report. We note , however, that the New 
York City materials contained in Appendix Three will provide 
the interested reader with an example of the " point '• system 
and its scoring . Moreover,  readers of this Report, in compar­
ing the New York City criteria with that set forth in Appendix 
Six, will find many similarities .  This does not suggest a 
preference for following New York . It merely reflects the fact 
that any citation system will use approximately the sam� types 
of criteria. Moreover , they are substantially the same criteria 
a judge is required to consider in a bail hearing under 
AS 12. 30. 020. 
FORM OF THE CITATION � 
The next issue which the Task force addressed was the form 
of the citation to be used in connection with this program. At 
the time the project was initiated there was an expectation 
that an entirely new form would have to be developed , approved 
by all concerned , ordered and printed . Quite fortuitously , 
however ,  events intervened which obviated the necessity for 
these actions and contributed immeasurably to the speed with :· 
which this project has been concluded. 
Those events.- centered around another Committee ' s  work 
in revising Title 28 of the Alaska Statutes. In the course of 
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that work a decision was made to revise the format of the 
Uniform Traffic Citation, to include room for a probable cause 
statement related to the offense in question . 
That revision provided a format which was equally suitable 
for use in connection with misdemeanor citations . The Task 
Force reviewed the revised Traffic Citation and concluded that 
it could be used for this program . 
The ability to use a single form for both citations has a 
number of clear benefits. First f · it reduces costs associated 
with this project. Second, it results in one less set of forms 
a police officer has to carry around with him . Third , because 
the revised form for the Traffic Citation was identical in all 
respects to previous forms 6 save for the probable cause space, 
it meant that we would be able to use a form which police officers 
were already used to filling out and thus would reduce errors 
normally associated with learning to use new forms. Fourth , 
it would not create a new set of forms which court and other 
criminal justice system personnel would have to acquaint themselves 
with , and for which they might have to create separate record 
keeping systems . 
The Task Force also reviewed the new Traffic Citation from 
the perspective of its capacity to serve a dual purpose . First , 
it would serve as the mechanism for release in cases involving 
misdemeanors . Second ; and more important , the provision of 
space for a probable cause statement raised the possibility 
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that the citation could also serve as the complaint. The Task 
Force considered the new format against the requirements of 
Rules Three (3)  and Five (5} of the Criminal  Rules of the 
Alaska Rules of Court, and concluded that , in their opinion , 
it met all the requirements of those Rules in terms of the form 
of a complaint. This conclusion, however , might not be reached 
by those with the authority to make such a decision, and , as 
such, it presents an issue for resolution by the Alaska Court 
System. 
The Task Force wishes to point out 1 howevei, that there 
are considerable benefits to be derived by all parties from 
the establishment of a ruling that the new Traff ic Citation 
format should be recognized as the equivalent of a complaint. 
First, it will reduce the workloads of police officers and 
members of the District Attorney ' s  office associated with the 
preparation of complaints. Second, it will reduce the amount 
of paper work handled by court personnel, and the size of 
criminal case files . Third , in the long run, it will reduce 
costs by cutting into the size of future printings of complaint 
forms . While the Task Force was unable to project the likely 
savings to be derived from such a decision, it could not help 
but take notice of the fact that in the face of increased demands 
for economy in government operations , any savings, however slight 
they may be, are desirable so long as those savings do not 
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result in a diminution of the quality of j ustice. 
In respect to this latter issue , the Task Force discussed 
at some length the question of whether or not the space provided 
on the new Traffic Citation Form provided sufficient room to lay 
out probable cause in misdemeanor cases . In the final analysis , 
a decision was reached that the space was sufficient, provided 
that some care was taken by law enforcement agencies in the 
manner in which they prepared officers for the use of the 
citation in connection with misdemeanor arrests � The Task Force 
felt that training could provide officers with the skills required 
to write a probable cause statement in the space allotted which 
set forth the elements of the crime and the reasons to believe 
that the individual under arrest had committed the crime. 
Further, the Task Force felt that for many of the crimes in 
which the citation would be used "boilerplate'' illustrations 
of probable cause statements which would fit withirt the space 
allowed could be developed to aid police officers in dra fting 
such statements . 
In addition r the Task Force recognized that there would 
undoubtedly be instances when the officer himself would realize 
the value of drafting a separate complaint f and that there were 
likely to be even more instances when the assistant district 
attorney handling the case would conclude that a fuller probable 
cause statement would be required . Since th�re �as nothing 
inherent in the nature of the citation process which would 
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preclude either of these instances from arising 1 the Task Force 
concluded that use of the new format would not give rise to 
deprivation of the constitutional rights of the accused party . 
MISCELLANY : 
The Task Force addressed the issue of whether or not 
existing police procedures with respect to the handling of 
evidence seized in connection with an arrest would have to be 
modified to accommodate releases in the field under the citation 
program. The conclusion was a negative one. The proposed format 
contains a provision for a receipt to a party under arrest for 
evidence obtained in connection with the arrest . This receipt 
serves to protect the individual ' s  rights to subsequent return 
of the evidence should such a need arise . 
Thereafter, arresting officers would simply follow existing 
procedures of their respective agencies with respect to the 
processing of evidence . The Task Force concluded that taking 
custody of evidence in the field would present no problems 
other than those normally associated with learning a new wrinkle 
to an existing procedure. 
The Task Force also considered the issue of the finger­
printing and photographing of individuals who were released upon 
the issuance of a citation ; After considerable discussion of a 
number of options , the Task Force concluded that the taking of 
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fingerprints or photographs of individuals for whom citations 
were issued was not essential . This is the practice which the 
Juneau Police chose to follow . 
The Task Force also discussed the taking of fingerprints 
and photographs of individuals who received citations and were 
subsequently convicted . No problem was foreseen for those 
individuals sentenced to serve time since they would be printed 
and photographed by the Division of Corrections. For those 
individuals who were fined , placed on probation, etc., however, 
the Task Force was unable to develop any reasonable process � 
There was substantial agreement that there was no effective way 
to require judges to order such individuals to be printed or 
photographed as a condition of such types of sentencing r 
As such, the Task Force recommends that if a law enforcement 
agency believes that prints and photos of convicted misdemeanants 
who are not sentenced to jail are required, that that agency 
establish its own procedures for obtaining the same. 
We no� , in passing , that the continued development of the 
State ' s  A . J . I . S. system will provide ready access of criminal 
histories to law enforcement and will contain sufficient 
identifiers so that a lack of fingerprints should not present 
overwhelming problems . We further note that substantial segments 
of the population are fingerprinted for reasons unrelated to 
criminal activity and that these prints are generally accessible 
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to law enforcement. 
Finally, the Task Force took note of the fact of the 
gradual trend towards expungernent of criminal history data on 
individuals not convicted of crimes for which they were arrested . 
The policy proposed herein should have the effect of reducing 
the costs - to both the State and the individual - involve� in 
expunging criminal history data . 
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PROBABLE AREAS OF BENEFIT 
TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES 
LAW ENFORCEMENT: 
(1) Increased rnanhours available for patrol.
(2) Some reduction in court appearance� .
(3) Reduced average "response time" for calls
for service .
(4 ) Improved relations with the community . 
(5) Reductions in overtime .
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS :  
COURTS : 
(1 ) Less time spent preparing complaints . 
(2) Smoother case scheduling at arraignments.
(1 ) Smoother case scheduling of arraignments . 
(2) Reduced paper work in case files.
( 3) Fewer bail hearings . 
(4) Fewer " stationhouse " bail calls after normal
business hours o
CORRECTIONS :
(1) Fewer detention related transactions.
(2) Decreases in detention inmate populations .
(3) Fewer transports to court proceedings .
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PROPOSED MEANS OF EVALUATION 
Sound administrative principles dictate that newly enacted 
policy be subjected to evaluation to insure that it is producing 
desired results . This is especially so when the policy contains 
the inherent potential for producing counterproductive results. 
Evaluation of the citation project, if desired by the agencies , 
should proceed along three lines , at a minimum . Timing of the 
evaluation is different in all three suggested cases . 
First , supervisors in the law enforcement agencies should 
undertake an immediate random review of citations to determine 
if they are properly being filled out , if they are being issued 
for the right crimes and if they contain sufficient probable 
cause statements . Assistant district attorneys can assist in 
the evaluation of the probable cause statements. Further, they 
should convey back to the law enforcement agencies involved, any 
criticisms they receive from the judiciary on the probable cause 
statements . Evaluation of this type wil l  help to insure that 
the citation will remain a viable substitute for the complaint . 
Second , court, district attorney and law enforcement 
personnel should establish a system of monitoring the " show-up" 
rates at the initial appearance of individuals to whom citations 
are issued . These rates should be compared against bail and 
O. R .  ''show-up" rates to determine if any significant differences
exist . This type of evaluation is necessary to determine if 
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the savings in man hours likely to result from the issuance 
of the citation are being substantially offset by increased 
man hours spent in issuing and serving summonses and/or warrants 
for those who fail to appear .
In addition ;  the same parties should establish a procedure 
designed to screen the citations of those who fail -to appear 
to see if  there are any common characteristics in the backgrounds 
of the individuals , or among the crimes involved 1 which would 
suggest the need for revised criteria for issuance of the 
citation . 
These procedures should be established at the time the 
program is initiated . It seems reasonable to conclude that �t 
least three months experience wil l  be required to determine 
whether or not n sh6w-up"  rates are significantly different . 
However , monitoring should be done on a regular basis in order 
to protect against wholesale disregard of the citation, as 
unlikely as that event may be . 
Third , an effort should be made to establish a means of 
evaluating the total savings produced by the program . This 
information may be helpful in bringing about legislative changes 
in AS 1 2 . 25 . 180 to include felony cases , should a decision to 
move in that direction be made . 
Other areas �hich one might wish to look at in c onnection 
with the program might include : 
(1 ) Do final dispositions of citation cases differ 
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signif icantly from other misdemeanor cases? 
(2 1 Does the program result in improved relations 
with the community? 
(3 ) Assuming that the State Troopers and the Anchorage 
Police Department establish different procedures for dealing 
with the program, is one more effective than the other in 
the greater Anchorage area? 
The staff of the Criminal Justice Center is prepared to 
assist the agencies implementing this program in any evaluation 
efforts they desire to undertake o Such decisions are within 
the province of agency management. If evaluation is desired by 
an agency r the Center is prepared to assume major responsibility 
for performing the work involved . 
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CONCLUSIONS AND REQUIRED ACTIONS 
'rhe Task Force has concluded that it is  feasible to 
initiate a coordinated program of release by citation in lieu 
of physical arrest and booking in a substantial number of 
misdemeanor cases . 
The degree to which such a program is  ultimately succes s ful 
depends upon the degree to which the various agencies involved 
cooperate, where cooperation i s  required for success , and the 
degree to which this alternative is used by officers in misde-­
meanor cases . 
The Task Force is convinced that the program can be of 
enormous benefit to the agencies involved, providing s avings 
in manpower and dollars while at the same time improving the 
quality of j us tice within Alaska . At the same time , the 
program will provide benefits to individual defendants in 
criminal cases which will ultimately benefit the larger society. 
Among the foremost of these are : 
1 . Obviating the necessity of raising bail . 
2 . Reducing pre-trial detention and the costs associated 
with it . 
3. Increasing the chances that employed defendants will
not lose time at work (�ue to detention) or their j obs.
4 . Increasing the ability of defendants to participate 
in the preparation of their defenses. 
5 . Pos sible reduction in welfare costs to the state. 
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To implement this program the fol lowing actions are required : 
BY THE CHIEF OF POLICE , ANCHORAGE POLICE DEPARTMENT : 
1. Approval of the list of crimes for which citations
may be used.
2 . ·  Initiation of training program for A . P. D. personnel 
involved in the issuance of citations . 
BY THE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY, STATE 
OF ALASKA : 
1 .  Approval of the list of crimes for which citations 
may be used . 
2 . Initiation of training programs for A . S. T . personnel 
involved in the issuance of citations . 
BY THE ALASKA COURT SYSTEM : 
1. Approval of the use of the new Uniform Traffic Citation
in connection with misdemeanor cases.
2. Approval of the use of the new Uniform Traffic Citation
in lieu of a complaint in misdemeanor ca ses.
3 . Providing appropriate notice to members of the judiciary 
of actions 1 - 2 above. 
4.  Initiation of appropriate training and orientation for 
court personnel involved in the processing of criminal 
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cases at the Di strict Court level ( and in the retention 
of court- related records . 
5 .  Establish�ent of procedures to provide law enforcement 
personnel with arraignment dates to b� used for misde­
meanor citations. 
BY THE ANCHORAGE DISTRICT ATTORNEY .: 
1. Approval of the practice of substitution of the new
Uniform Traffic Citation for the complaint in misdemeanor
cases in which a citation has been issued.
2 .  Initiation of appropriate orientation for members of 
his staff on the misdemeanor citation program . 
BY ONE OR ALL OF THE AGENCIES ;
1 .  Development of � well coordinated publicity program in 
advance of initiation of the program . This publicity is 
considered by the Task Force to be e ssential. It should 
provide the public with a firm understanding of why the 
program is being used r what benefits it will  provide , 
how it will function . etc o 
Such a publicity program should reduce the chances 
of public misunder standing as to the objectives of the 
program and increase the likelihood of its overal l 
success . 
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SUGGESTED POLICY FORl'llAT 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
This section should provide department personnel with 
the reasons why the citation program is being introduced. 
Items which the department may wish to stress in this section 
include, but are not limited to; 
1. Time saved in transporting and booking
arrestees.
2. Officer remains in patrol area for longer
periods of time during shift, thus is available
more frequently to handle more important calls
for service.
3. Improved relations with members of the community.
4. More jail space for more serious offenders.
This section should be written in a positive manner 
placing emphasis on the program's assets to the officers, the 
department and the citizens, preferably in that order. 
PROCEDURES 
This section should detail the manner in which the citation 
should be issued, the criteria for release, the crimes for which 
release by citation may be considered, the crimes for which it 
may not be used, when minors (persons 18 and 19) may be cited, 
etc. 
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The section should also indicate the manner in which 
evidence is to be processed. 
NOTE: The departments may wish to refer to the 
Juneau and New York City policy and procedures 
statements provided in the appendices for examples 
of the types of information which should be 
addressed in a policy and procedure statement. 
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SUGGESTED TRAINING FORMAT 
PHASE ONE 
The first training sessions should deal exclusively 
with the reasons behind the new policy, what it is intended 
to accomplish and the benefits it holds for department 
personnel. Since there is likely to be some resistance 
to a concept which results in the freeing in the field of 
an individual who has committed a crime, this issue should 
be met head on. 
One way this can be accomplished is to place the 
issuance of the.citation in the context of what it substi­
tutes for - release on bail or O.R. The point should be 
made that most of the individuals arrested for -misdemeanors 
are released in this fashion anyway, but only after the 
officer has spent a considerable amount of time away from 
patrol. 
It should be assumed that some officers will view the 
time an individual spends in jail trying to post bail, or 
awaiting arraigmnent as the only 11 punishment 11 that individ­
ual is likely to receive. The training session should 
deal frankly with this issue if it arises,· which it likely 
will. The training should stress that it is not part of 
the police role to decide on punishment. That is for the 
courts to deciden 
The other officers should be told that the citation is 
simply another tool available to them in the performance 
of their duties. It compliments the discretion that is 
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inherent in their role. They should be informed that 
it is not something unique to their department. Refe�ence 
should be made to the fact that Juneau has been using it 
since August of 1975. 
PHASE TWO 
The second phase of training should deal exclusively 
with the types of crimes in which the cit�tion can be 
used and those in which it cannot. 
Stress should be placed on the fact that each case 
will be different and that the decision whether or not 
to issue a citation will depend entirely on the circum­
stances in the case. 
The officers should have the differences between the 
types of crimes in which the citation can be used and 
those in which it cannot be used explained to them as the 
first means of pointing out differences. Trainers should 
stress the elements of the crimes in which the citation 
will not be used as a means of driving home the various 
points about circumstances which distinguish criminal 
activity. In all cases, efforts should be made to relate 
those circumstances to the underlying rationale of the 
citation: will it insure that the defendant will appear 
in court at subsequent hearings. 
Heavy reliance should be placed on the use of examples. 
The trainer should give an example and ask whether or not 
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a citation should be considered. It is important to 
remember that at this point the training is only con­
cerned with crimes, not with the background of the 
individual under arrest. 
PHASE THREE 
This phase of the training should deal with the 
criteria for arrest, Each criterion should be explained 
and the reasons why it is i�portant gone over carefully. 
Training in this area should follow the sequence of 
inquiry likely to be followed in the majority of cases. 
Role playing may be the best technique for this phase 
of training. A number of circumstances should be used to 
demonstrate a variety of cases. The role playing should 
attempt to demonstrate cases in which the person under 
arrest has only a little hard identification on his person; 
cases in which the individual may be a first time offender 
and is extremely tense, cases in which the individual is 
apparently evasive in answering; cases in which the indi­
vidual is hostile at first, but as the concept of release 
on citation is explained, becomes more cooperative, etc. 
The object of the role playing is to give the officers 
a feel for the kinds of circumstances they are likely to 
encounter in the average case and the manner in which 
they should proceed. 
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PHASE FOUR 
This phase of training should deal with the manner 
in which a citation is prepared. Stress should be placed 
on the fact that the form is one which they use daily in 
traffic cases, that it is not a new form. 
Most of the training should deal with practicing 
writing probable cause statements which will fit in the 
space allotted on the citation. It may be useful in this 
phase of training to develop some take-home exercises which 
would contain sample fact patterns relating to crimes with 
which an officer may experience the most frequent use of 
the citation. The officers would use those fact patterns 
to draft probable cause statements. In a subsequent class, 
the officers would be called upon to read their drafts and 
the remainder of the class would join in offering construc­
tive criticisms r when warranted. 
PHASE FIVE 
This phase of the training could deal with procedures 
decided on by each agency related to the use of citations, 
such as searches and seizures, handling of evidence, 
fingerprinting and photographs, etc. 
PHASE SIX 
This phase would be a series of wrap-up sessions 
which would review the entire program. 
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NOTE: It goes without saying that training is 
critical to the successful implementation of this 
program. The overall objectives of the program will 
be best served by taking extra time in the training 
phases to insure that all officers understand fully 
all the procedures involved. 
Time required for any training is always an 
"iffy" question. In this cise a minimum of six to 
ten hours seems to be required. It might be advisable 
to reserve time in roll call sessions once the program 
is started during the first weeks for qu�stion and 
answer sessions among the officers. This would permit 
them to discuss actual cases and problems with them 
which were not resolved satisfactorily during the 
initial training phases. 
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AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
In the course of addressing issues related to this project, 
the Task Force identified three issues which they feel warrant 
further study. 
First is the desirability of bro�dening statutory authority 
for release upon the issuance of a citation to include felony 
cases where appropriate. In this regard the Task Force endorses 
the recommendation of the Courts Task Force of the Alaska Stand­
ards and Goals Project, that authority to release on the issuance 
of a citation be expanded to include felony offenses. 
Second, the Task Force reconunends that the legislature 
investigate the feasibility of expanding the concept of "mail 
in bail'1 now in use in connection with traffic offenses to mis­
demeanor o ffenses. Members of the Task Force felt that there might 
be some instances, especially in bush areas of Alaska, in which 
offenses occurred which are classified as misdemeanors but are 
not related to actions normally perceived as criminal, such as 
fish and game violations, where the violator might wis.h to forgo 
the time and expense of court appearances in favor of paying a 
pre-determined fine. 
Third, the Attorney General's office should develop a series 
of "boilerplate" probable cause statements for various crimes. 
The Task Force is aware that such a document was developed in 
the mid-sixties and that revision of it may already be under way. 
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In either case, the Task Force recommends that such a document 
be prepared and made available to all District Attorneys and 
their staffs and to all law enforcement agencies .  The Task 
Force believes that such a document will be useful not only in 
connection with the citation program, but also in connection 
with recruit and in-service training programs. 
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APPENDIX ONE 
AS 12. 25. 180 et. seq. 
Sec. 12.25.180. When peace officer has option to take person be­
fore judge or magistrate. When a person is stopped or contracted 
by ?. peace officer for the commission of a misdemeano::: or the vio-, 
lation of a municipal ordinance, he may, in the discretion of the 
contracting peace officer, be issued a citation instead of being taken 
before a judge or magi:,trate under § 150 of this chapter, unless 
(1) the person does not furnish satisfactory evide1:ice of identity
or the contacting officer has reasonable and probab1e cause to be­
lieve the person will disregard a written promise �o appear in 
court; 
(2) the contacting officer has reasonable and probable cause to
believe the person is a danger to himself or others; 
(3) the crime for which the person is contacted is one involvfog
 violence or }rnrm to another person or to property; or 1 
(4) the person asks to be taken before a judge or magistrate
under § 150 of this chapter. ( § 1 ch 31 SLA 1973; am § 19 ch 127
SLA 1974} 
Effect of amendment.. -The 197 4 
nmendment substituted "stopped or 
contacted by a peace officer" for "ar­
rested" and "contacting peace officer" 
!or "arresting · peace officer" in the
introductory language, "contacting
officer" for "arresting officer" in para­
graphs (1) and (2). and "contacted"
for "arrested" in paragraph (3).
Legislative committee reporls.-For 
report on ch. 31, SLA 1973 (SB 25), 
see 1973 Senate Journal Supplement 
No. 7, p. 2. For report on ch. 127, SLA 
1974 (SCSHB 817 am S), see 1974 
House Journal, p. 657. 
Sec. 12.25.190. 'When person to be given five-day notice to appear 
in court. (a) When a person is contacted by a peace officer and the
peace officer exercises the option provided for in § J.80 of this chap­
ter, the officer shall prepare a written citation and jssue it ·to the 
person. 
· (b) The time specified in the notice to appear shall be at least
five days after the alleged violation or the issuance of the citation, 
whichever is later, unless the person cited requests an earlier hear� 
ing. 
( c) The person cited for the crime shall give his written promise
to appear in court by signing at least one copy of the written cita� 
tion prepared by the peace officer and the officer shall deHver a copy 
of the citation to the person. (§ 1 ch 31 SLA 1973; am § 20 ch 127 
SLA 1974) 
Effect of amendrnent.-The 1974 
amendment substituted "contacted by 
a peace officer" for "arrested" and 
deleted "arresting" preceding "peace 
officer exercises" and "arrested" pre­
ceding "person" in subsection (a), 
substituted "issuance of the citation" 
for "arrest". and "cited" for "ar-
rested" in subsection (b), nncl substi­
tuted "cited" for "arrested" in .sub­
section (c). 
Legishtive committee rcport.-For 
report on ch. 127, SLA 1974 (SCSHB 















Sec. 12.25.200. Form for ci tations. The chief administrative of­
ficer of each kw enforcement agency in the state is responsible for 
the issuance of books containing appropriate citations, and sha11 
maintain a record of each book and each citation contained in it and 
shall require and retain a receipt for every book fasut':d to a peace 
officer. (§ 1 ch 31 SLA 1973)
Sec. 12.25.210. Disposition and records of citations. (a) A peace 
officer, upon issuing a citation to an alleged violator under § 180 
of this chapter, shall deposit the original or a copy of the citation 
with a court having jurisdiction over the alleged offense. 
(b) Upon the deposit of the original or a copy of the citation
with a court having jurisdiction over the alleged offense, the orig­
inal or copy of the citation may be disposed. of only by trial in the 
court or other official action by a magistrate or judge of the court. 
(c) It is unlawful and official misconduct for a peace officer or
other officer or public employee to dispose of a citation or copies of 
it or of the record of the issuance of the citation in a manner other 
than as required in this section. 
(d) The chief administrative officer of each law enforcement
agency shall require the return to him of a copy of every citation 
issued by an officer under his supervision to an alleged violator of a 
law or ordinance and of all copies of every citation which has been 
spoiled or upon which any · entry has been made and not issued to 
an alleged violator. 
(e) The chief administrative officer shall also maintain in con­
nection with every citation issued by an officer under his supervi­
sion a record of the disposition of the charge by the court  in which
the original or copy of the citation was deposited. (§ l ch 31 SLA
1973) 
Sec. 12.25.220. 'When copy of citation considered a lawful com�- · 
plaint. If the form of citation provided under § 200 of this chanter 
includes information and is sworn to as required under the Ja,;s of 
this · state in respect to a complaint charging commission of the 
offense alleged in the citation, then the citation when filed with a 
court having jurisdiction is considered to be a lawful complaint for 
the purpose of prosecution. {§ 1 ch 31 SLA 1973) 
Sec. 12.25.230. Failure' to obey citation. A person who · violates 
his written promise to appear given to a peace officer upon the is­
suance of a citation under §§ 180-220 of this chapter, regardless 
of the disposition of the charge for ·which the citation :..vas issued. 
is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction is punishable by a 
fine of not more than $1,000, or by imprisonment for not more than 
one year, or by both. ( § 1 ch 31 SLA 1973) 
APPENDIX TWO 
JUNEAU POLICE DEPARTMENT POLICY ON CITATIONS 
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CAPITAL O� ALASKA 
1 55 SOUTH S E\VARD ST. JUl--l EAU, ALASKA 9980 1 
.· TO: Al l Enforcc2Bn t Personnel 0/.\TE: August  4 ,  1 9 7 5  
r) (:fa7 \ ./\(V; I
FROM, J .  H .  Barkle:{( :�/ 
Chief  of  Police 
I ntroduction 
FILE NO. 7 5  
S U BJ CCT: Policy & Procedure 
To better utilize  available man-hours and to prioritize the use 
of  that time in the mos t  productive manner is  one of our primary
concerns and �any avenues are being explored . One time consuming
procedure is transportation and booking of p�isoners . I� is
possible with cert� in procedural changes , valu�bJ.e officer time
c2.n be saved .
I t  i s  a l so pos s ible other long range benefits may be der ived from 
the change in procedure being co�s idercd such as ; citi z en a ttitude 
toward pol ice , bette� reports eue to l e ss need for rush and -certainly 
less  exoense for nrisoner mandavs for in-out book ing .J.. L. .l • 
I t  i s  a lso pos s ible certain disadv2ntagcs may become apparent requ ir ing 
mod i f ication &nd/or res cis sion of the procedure . _  
One dis advanta�e , apparent at the outset , is  th e fact  ?hotos and 
pr int s  wil l not be take� . Therefore the arre st  record will  not be 
recorded and available on a statewide or nation�ide b� sis , unless  
and until the court systE:� begins providi.ng info:nllation cons istently . 
The prim2ry purpose  of phys ical detention prior to court s entence 
is : 
{ l ) to assure appearance to answer for the crime ; and/or
{ 2 )  to prevent harm to others or to the person in custody .
;.s I am sure you are al l  awa:-.:-e , ma:r.y misder:-.eano:c offen s e s  are \·li thout 
bail and O . R. releases  are prc3cribed by �he cour t .  In tho se cases 
the only advantage is  the photo 2.nd/or prints , w;1 ich is  a dubious 
value in most  instances as compared to the time and soney expended 
in th� exercise  and - the pos s ible reinforcement of a particular 
citizen 1 s belief  th'2 pol ice are the " black hats "  of  th2 cr irainal j ustice 
1 , , · 1  "' l - II  .L I I  I h f "  sys tem . We are pLacea . in � 1e ro� o�  scapegoa LS . n t e -inal 
analysis it  only make s our ta sk more difficult . 
With all of  the foregoing in mi�d , I �m initiating �nesc policy 
guidelines on a tri�l basi s  and vith full expectation that all  
members wi l l  observe them wi thout f ail . 
I empl1c1siz-2 , i t  is thG rcs9on s ib i l i  ty o f  each r.ic:!d:,cr to ir:u-.:cd i c:.  tely 
bring to '.:.he ati:ent.ion of  his  s�pe:::rvi sor any probl e::n the�:e  proced:1-res  
inay pre se n t ,  so eva luation c an be m�de a s  to whe ther or n ot th e 
procedures require modi f icatio� · or el imi nation . 
: � \  1 , r.1 .  C ! I . I  "• 
TO: 
FR0 1'1 : 
All  Enforce�e� t Personnel 
D/\TE: August 2 9 , 1 9 7 5  
7 5  FI LE N O. 
SUBJECT: Pol icy & Procedure 
P.age 2
J .  H .  
Ch i ef 
Proc edures 
A. No j uvenile  (person under 1 8 )  will be booked at sec except u�der .
the following circu�stances .
1 . A felony i s  committed .
2 . Joyric�ing .
3 . On a detention o�der .
4 . A misdemeanor of:Eens e ,  other than minor traffic , i s  comrni tted
and the parent or guardian cannot b2 contacted or will
not corae to the lepartIBent  to accept cus tody .
I f  the parent or guardian cannot , for some reason , coma t o  the 
depa_r tr;:e:-,t. , the j �vcnile  \·1i il  nc taken ho�:"\e at the earliest pos s ible
time following being tilken in�o custody , provided he resiees within 
service area f l  or # 2 .  I f  pos s ibl e ,  AST may tr�nsport outside the 
service areas . 
A cornple t.e report of the offense co::-1.:r,i tt. cd  \·J ill  be prepared und 
routed to D . O . C  . .  
B . Mino� s (per sons 1 3  to 1 9 )  and adults
be issued a misdemea�or citation for
o f fe�ses ( see exceptions ) :
(persons 1 9  und over)  wi ll  
the fol lowing misdemeanor 
1 . Any l iquor violation ( s ee exception for intoxicated minor ) . 
2 . Drug violation ( see exceptiori for minor ) .
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
8 .. 
9 .  




1 4 . 
1 5 .  
1 6 . 
17 . 
1 8 . 
1 9 . 
2 0 . 
Haras s�:.ent .
G2.rrl,ling .
Malicious mischie f .
Vc:.n6.alism . .
Trespas s .
Shopl ifting - and petty larceny .
Contributing to delinquency of  minor .
Di sorderly conduct ( see exception ) .
Drunk behind the wheel .
Failure to pay fare .
Hit  and run minor damage .
Fi�ewo�ks  - discharg e o f .
Vag�ancy - loitering .
NSF  check .
Refuse to assist  an  o f f icer .
Reck l e s s  d�iving .
S i�?le  assault  ( exc2pt on o� ficer ) .
Minor A & B ( except on off icer ) .
Al l Enforc e�eot Per so�nel 
:,, I _,,-, 
DATE:: J\ugust  2 9 , 1 9 7  5 
FILE NO, 7 5  
SU!JJ ECT: Policy & Procedure 
Page: 3 /)(/.?,/;-
)
_l . .  ,· , ,// 
FROM:  J .  H .  Bar kl·ey'-_.... 1 :•�
'1_ , · 1 1 J "\ 
Chief  of  Police 
21 . OMVI ( see  exception ) .
2 2 .  Any other misdemeanor where , in the of ficer 1 s opinion , there 
is no compelling or j us tifiabl e reason to continue physical 
custody . 
In every instance , the person i s  to be placed under actual arres t  a nd 
be  cletai�ed , a:r-.d :=,e ac"'!.v :i. sed . o:::  hi s riqh'.ts in order thv.t any subsequent 
search a:u.a. que.3 tionir:g is l2g.:1.l . A:cter the ar_!e�t anc"'!. a f ter prel iminary 
investigation Kher: and i f  the of ficer has determined there is no reason 
to continue cus to6y , the citation i s  to be i ssued and release  mad e .  
I n  instance s  involving a charge o f  disorderly conduct : the issuanc e  
o f  a c i tation vs . boo] �ing wil l depend upon the specific portion o f
the s tatute under which the ch2rgc is  placed .
If  it involve s  loud noise  or the mere challenge to fight , i s sue  a 
citation . I f  i t  involves 2ctual fighting , then probably t�e perso� ' l , . . . , , , . h . . . 1 1  o r  persons sncu. a 0 2  oooKea , cepe�cing upon w .o i s  tne c�a enger , 
what was the provoca tion , the exte�t •o f the f ight , what damage was 
incurred and who the fight . was wi�h . 
I f  the f ight was between brothers or other members o f  a family , a 
c itation raay be  warranted , but a fight with an off icer or s ome 
relatively innocent citizen should �esult in a booking . 
Anyone who refus�s to s ign the citation will  be booked , as wil l  anyone 
'\•,1ho is  violent in  behavior in addition to the violation . 
If an offic er j ustif i�bly determines  a per son should go to sec in 
lieu of  a citation , he may so proceed . However he shall set  out in
his report ihe r easo�s for that determination , which may include :
1 .  The charge �nd detention is  neces sary to hol d  so�eone 
in protective cus tody who is a danger to others  and where 
there. are no o ·�her f&cili  ties avuilablc or \·.7i lling to 
mainta in needed custody . 
2 .  The of ficer has reasonable grounds to bel ieve the person 
wi ll  not appear in court . 
3 .  'I'he per son ccr.11.1its  the same or anoth�r o f fense Hit.hin a 
rel atively short period of  time , or there i s  probabl e  
cause  to bel ieve the same or  another offense  will be 
commit ted unless  custody is  conti nued . 
Any minor (person 1 8  to 1 9 )  who 
his  or her parent or guardian . 
.i. s  in to:-: icutcc] wil l bG relea sed on ly 
I f  a parent or gu�rd ian canno t be 
to 
TO: 
All Enforcement ?erso�nel 
FROM: J . H • 
. Chie f  
CAPITAL OF ALASKA 
1 55 SOUTH SEWARD ST. JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801  
DATE: 
FILE N O. 
SUBJ C:CT: 
August 2 9 , 1 9 7 5  
7 5  
Pol icy & Procedure 
Page 4 
contact�d or will not co�e to the department and accept custody , the 
minor will be booked at  sec . 
A minor who i s  found in violation of the drug laws should be released 
only to his  or her parent or guardian . However , if the parent or 
guardian cannot be contacted or will  not come to the department , the 
minor may be rclc�sed or booked depend ing upon the circumstances of 
the v iola·�:ion ; i .  c .  a.110-:..rn ·t of drug·s , env iror�"10nt in \·.1hich found , 
previous history , whether l iving with parents , and etc . 
In  the c2. s e  of OJ-1VI : S ,  t;1e  pe:cson ' s vehicle  i s  to be i:-r,_pounded unless  
there i s  a sober , legal ly lice�sed d�iver who can or will take the 
vehic l e  with the owner ' s  p2r□i ssion . If impounded , th e vehicle is not 
to be rel eased unles s and until  the owner is sober . 
Once the violator ha s been processed ( field te st� r video , Breathalyzer 
E and etc . ) ,  he may be relea sed , provided he has transpor tation home 
\ which may b2 by cab at his expense ,  by some friend or relative or by 
the d epartme�t , provided it i s  within service area # 1  or t 2 ,  and the 
time is available . 
As with all policy guide l ines , deviation can and �hould occur where 
c ircumstances dic tate another course . However , deviation will 
be bas ed upo� sound reason rathe� than individual whim or personal 
desire to " give the citizen a lesson " . 
JHB/ph 
APPENDIX THREE 
NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT PROCEDURES AND FORM.S 
FOR UNIFORM SUM1\1ONS PROGRAM 
PURPOSE 
DEFJNITIOX 
D ESK APP E A RANCE T I C l(ET 
(G E N E R AL P R OC E D U R E) 
_ ____ _____ ._,, V:....l.U 
----------- --- ----·-- -- -------------
Lol3'--_ __. 
To issue a Desk J\ppea.rn.nce Ticket in lieu of detention. 
Desk App2ara.i1ce Ticket (herein referred to ;is D .A.T.) an 
appearance ticket  issu2d in l ieu. of dct.cntion, by direction of a
station hot'.3e officer, 0 !1 dep:1rtm2nt form DESK APPEAR.\...N'CE
TICKET (PD260-1 2 1 ) ,  for misdem0:i.r1ors and viobtions except :  
a. An-est on W�rrant 
b. Photographable offenses 
c. Prisoner under the influence of drngs or c1Jcohol to the
def:..rrce t!r nt h e  may end::mger -hi!.11.self or others 
d. .Admitted cl.rug ?_dd ic t (unlc: s m:.dergoing treatment at 
. authorized r,I e tbado11e Treatm ent Center). 
LEGAL REFERENCE Article 150 ,  Crimin,J Procedure La'<,. 
PROCED URE 
S.H . O F F I C E Fl
When processing a prisoner charged with a misdeme,1_•10r or
violation (note exceptions above) .  follow norm<tl arre:.t proce'clure
�md:  
· 1 . Inform prisoner that he may be  �sued a D.A.T. in lieu of
detention if h e  c!ualifies. 
2. Direct 2-rrestin:.; officer to m 2.ke n2.me ched-: with:
a. . Ccn.trd \\1arra.nt Unit 
b. Identification Section - if charged ·w.ith one of the
offenses l isted below to ascertain if a previous 
conviction ',vould raise the current ch,!_rge to a felony. 
C U R R E f,JT C H ARG E P R EVIOUS COi'JVICTI Oi,J 
. 220 .50 P.L .  220.50 P.L . 
1192, Subd . 2 or 3 V.T.L. 1192, Subd. 2 or 3 V.T.L. v-1ithin 10 years 
1192, Subd.  4 V.T.L. 1192, Subd .  4 V.T.L. within 10 years 
380 V.T.L. 2 for 380 V.T.L. 
392a V.T.L. 392a V.T.L. within 10 ye�rs 
Article 16,  E lection Law (Eiective Franchise) � • Any c1imc in Article H5. E!ection Law
1 52 ·' ..., � - , . C0\ 1 •? 1 - .-, A B e  r · .... ,,-1..D.L. L::l.\; · 
"S. 
\l • � S, . �
� or � 1c r .... . v • .._.aw _ 154 A.D.C. Law . � .1 I t·:; 1/!,:A ,) . 1::.>2 or 104 A.B.C. Law . · I \ /) - \ .  i> .r ( '  .,. \.· • ("" 1 (J p i,.\_6 \ \ 't; .  0 1 1':\C1 \'l\\\"I . (.oC •-� 7J'o' " _\ \,-1 '  _ 6- 1�_,1 D Ll�·- !S. o , \�.c.\m
1 _n , �(.\_ 
U c;  ,. , v S TO,)( U·''r \,J .,-?c. If  p�rnner 1s  wan�ed by Ccntr� \\-arra.'1t U:11t, notify • , 6 l iv 1 · • ' wanting 2.g�ncy or anc3t, arrmgmnent date and that 
identificat ion is b�ed on n v.me check only. 
d. Do not  raise current charge to a felony on ARREST 
REPO TI.T on basis of telephone information from 
Identi_fication Section .  
· 
3 . Inform priso!1er he  is not el igible for D.AT. if:
a. He is  wa..11ted , o r  
b . He has a prc\' ious conviction ,·1hich could rnise the
current ch:irgc to a felony. 
S.H . O F F I C E R
1-\R R EST ! N G  
O F f i C E R  
S.H . OFF ICER
f-\.R R ESTi NG 
O F F I C E H  
____ 1].P_J_ G 
f.\CiE 
2 of 3 ------ - --- --·---
4. Direct issuance of D . A.T. without forther investigation if
prisoner is el igible 2.nd is  a reputable ci tizen, or,  where doubt
of reputabil i ty exists ,  i nform prisoner he may be issued a 
D.A.T. if he con.sents to an investigation and is found
eligible.
5. Conduct intcnri9v1 using DESK APPEARAl�CE TICKET
INVESTIG_ll.TI0;:-1 (PD3 60-091) .  
6 .  
. 
Tot.al point score and ddiver DESI( .APPEARA.1.�CE
, ·TICKET INVESTIGATIO:N to st2.tion house officer. 
7. Make sure all c2.ptions a.re answered and verify totals.
8. Sign appron.l or disapprova1 dependant upon : 
a. Circumsb.ncf:!s of crime 
b. Previous crimin.al record 
c. Total points attained (minimum 5 )  
.d. Whether prisoner is inc2.pacitated due to drugs o:r
aJcohol . 
9. File DESK APPEARANCE TICKET INVESTIGATION
1·epor.t. 
10; Inform prisoner found to be hleligible for D.A.T. on the 
. basis of  the D.A.T.Investig�tioi:i report that. hi'.:! lm<y b�  
processed for bw uncier pr.ovisions of bc'.il procedure. 
11. Direct a.crcsEnz officer to prep::1_re two (2) copie:=; of
WARRANT E'�VESTIGATION REPORT (l'D37,1-152). 
12. Cause two (2) front view, head .::md shoulders, po!aroid
photos to be ta],en of prisoner. 
a. Stan1p bc:ck of each photo and fill in stamp capUons.
13. Attach 0!1e pols.raid photo to each WARRA:i�T IN­
VESTIGATION REPORT.
14. P.::epm.-e one set of D.A.T. returnable on a day tour, 
excluding Saturday, Sunday and holidays, not less th,:.n ten 
(101 or more th:L11 thirty five (35)  days from date of 
issuance, except: 
a. Co-defendant  ca.:;es - if one of the prisoners is ine1igible
for D./LT. , make D.A.T. is�ued to any el igible prisoner
i-c turnt.ble at time ,md phce of arraignment of
co-defendant.  
· b.. In Ma:ihatt.an - tlo not. m.i.ke returnable on Friday. 
c. In Bron_x, Brooklyn wd C,! .. 1ecns • members of Tactical
Patrol Unit, Area Task Force and special units who
ordin�rily work third ( 3rd) platoon oz fourth (4th)  
platoon, make returnable t ime  1S00 hours. 
15 . Make D.A.T. returnable to arraignment p�u:t of Criminal
Court, excep t i f :  
a .  Rctu rnal.il c  to  Family Court 
b. Pedd l i ng  offcrsc returnable to Criminal Court, Part 7
c. Ncccss:.iry to J lt 'rm i t.  nrraignment of  all co-defrnda.n ts
in sam e p:u:-t of cou:t . 
,l\ R R ESTl f\J G  
O F F I C E R  
S.H . O F F I C E R
AR P. EST i :"� G  
orr- r c ER
ADDITION.A.L DA TA. 
J?ELil �f.Ej) 
PROCED URE 
DESI( APP EAnANCE  T IC KET 
(G E N E R AL P R O C E D U R E) 
16. Enter nam e, address :md tdephone number of civilian
compk.ina.nt, if any, in space m ;u-kcd , "J\.dditional
Instructions", o n  origin�J copy of D./ LT. only. 
17. Enter on ARREST REPORT: 
a. Under "Details", whether summons investigation was
conducted c1.nd results. 
b. Under "Disposition of Prisoi1er", check "other" and
enter D.A.T. control numbc:r, return date and court. 
18. Enter return d;::.te in d br;. 
19. Assign con trol number and m?..!w entry on  DESK APPEAR­
ANCE TICl{ET lNDSX (PD 2G0-122) .  Attach fingerprints
and WARRANT INVESTIGATION REPORT. For-ward per
insh1 ctions on form. 
20. D istribute D .A.T. per instructions on form.
ON TH E SC H E D U L E D  AR R Ai G !\!iVi ENT DATE 
21 . Secure origincl and pink copy of D.A.T. ruid prisoner's RAP
sheet, if an·y , from the Police Room Sup2rvisor. 
a. If R./\.11 sbee_t indicates previo1.1s conviction neccs­
sitr-ting ci12.nge to felony, confer with A.D.A. 
22. D:::.aw up cornplaiut arid ,!Y"raign prisoner. 
_A p;.isoner held in a Department detention facility awaiting
2.rraignmcmt, who is intoxicated, including a person arrested for
intoxicated or 2Jcohol impaired driving, but otherwise el igible for
a D.J\.;f. m2v be nrocessed for a D .A.T. ·when the station house. . ,. . 
officer be1ieves he  is no  longer under the inDuence of alcohol to
the degree tb.t he may endanger himself or . oth ers and 
understands the ch2.rge,:; lodged r.g,!.inst him and his obl igation to
�ppear in court. 
'The Court D ivision will act zs depository for D.A.T. po1r.roid
photos of ciefend,mts .  Requ.ests for return of polarni<l photos 
mwe under Section 79c, Civi"i Rights Law, will b� referred to the 
Court Diyjsion. 
Int.oxic2.tecl or Imp:i red Driviq; Arrest
B::1il 
---·- - ·--------- - ·------- ------------------------ 1 1 0 - 17
D ES I( ArPf:AnAl\!C E T I C l( E T  I N V ESTi G J-\TI ON 
D:\T E f_F f t .:. '! I ',':.· 
1 0 - 1 -72 1 0- 1 -72 1 of 2 
DESK APPEARA NCE TICKET l iNt=STIGAT ION f>D 35G-091 (Rev. 1 1/7)) 
/. :KN�WL ( O C � 'I S N, I he"�Y "'"""' lo iO:«•-s·., o c,d 
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To issuf: a DESK APPEARANCE TJ.CEET to a methadone patient. 
Methadone Patient - A p;:itient of an authorized methadone 
narcotic treatm ent center. 
Follow normd 2.:::rest procedure and in add ition, if prisoner
produces documentary C:vidcnce indicating he  is a methadone
patient: 
1 .  
2 .  
3 
Call treatment center to check if the p;isoner fa a patient
and is repo::t i�g regubrly for treatment. 
Di.rect summons investig::,.tion be conducted �nd, if eligible,
issue a DESK APPE.-.\ 1:.-\NCE TTCKET in accordance with
ARRESTS-DAT G ENERAL PROCEDURES: 
Enter on DESK APPEARANCE TICKET INVESTIGATION
the nam e of person called and any other information
(documents etc . )  which verif ies pri sonel·s claim. 
Schedule re turn date to preve,1 t confl ict with prisoner's
appointment :1.t treatment center. 
D E:S !( APP E/\ RAr� c E  T I C l(ETS FO R P E D D L H\l G  A R RESTS 
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l.1 .  
Issue D . A .T. re turnable i n  Crimin3J Court - Part 7.  
Prcpc1xe urrn.urnberecl U N lVEJlSAL SUMMONS v,hich fa ·
used z,.s co�11t complaint . 
St,1.ple co::nplciints 1:un:.wmb�re:ci. .. mivcrs3.l s:m�rr.ons) as
follows: 
a. but 1 (Comphbt) - t� o,:igiacl DAT 
b. p.,_xt 2 (Agency copy) - to yellow copy of ARREST
REPORT and ,1th copy of Dr\T 
c. Part 3 (Summor,$) - to be retained by arresting offic2r
and kept with pink copy of ARREST REPORT. 
4. Forward original and _3rd copy of DAT with comp1a.int
(unnumbered Univcrs2J Su.rnmons) to Ci:imir..al Court - Part
7 in ,vhitc court envelope. 
Axresting officer is not  required to appcr.r in Criminal Court, :-2..rt 
'"I , on return dde . 
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To issue a DAT to D. hospital i zed prisoner who w.:Lc; inel igible at the
tim e of ,mest cl ue  to physical or m entJ.1 condition. 
When a hospital ized prisoner has recovered su fficiently and is
mentally alert :  
1 . Notify station house supervisor of  availability of  the
prisoner for a DAT. 
D irect p2.trol S'.tpervisor b determine the duration of ·
prisoner's co::f:nement. 
3. Direct gu�ding office!:' to follow GENERAL DAT
procedure. 
4. Approve issu.!.nce of DAT by guarding memlxir,  if prisoner
qualifies 
5. Make DAT returnable on date the arresting officer is
schedu]ed for day duty (no less thm 5 nor more thctn 28
days). 
6. Cause a,'-resting officer to be n otified . 





Return date of D A T. 
D A T  cor1trol number. 
Court i il 'Shieh return,JJ!c.  
8. Determine on d::y prior to return date if prisoner fa �-�ill
hospi t.aEz,::id : 
�-- Ascertain appro;.:imate d[:te of ofacharg�. if still
confined. 
9. Inforrn court that prisoner is hospitu.lized. 
10. Request adjourn m:}nt to a day s;.1b.sequent to prisone::: 's
tentative release from the hospital. 
12. Notify defend ,�.n t of adjournmen t  date thrnc1r:h the station
house supervisor of cornmr�nd in which hosplt2.l is located.
If prisoner i3 inei i;:;itile for a DA'I' he m,1y still be b;:,.ited. If th;;�
hospiblizc:d pr;s01,ct is cor>.fined m��sicL� the IK£:cinct of r0cord,
tl1e statior� h ouse s�1p(�r-visor \':ill not i [�.r i.h2 precinct ,vhere hospital
is l ocated that he :� a.s 2ccepted b:lil (Se0 B::iil procedures}. The
member gu,ll'd ing the prisoner will fingerprin t  the prisoner, i f
required ,  make a nume check with Central \�arran t U nit, Court
Division and issue DAT. 
Prisoners - Hospi laJ ized Prisoners .  
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PURPOSE To assist o ther police agencies in conserving m::mpower. 
DEFINITIONS 
LEGAL REFERE.NCES 
Pll OCl�}J U.RE 
S.!-l . SU PE 8\/ lSO !1 
NOTE 
Other Police Agencies 
Police Departm en ts .  
Housing, Port Auf.hoii ty, rn1cl 'fnmsit.
Section 1 .20  st:bdivis ion 33u ,  Criminal Proced1..<re L3.w
Section 1 .20  subdiv i.,ion 34e,  Criminal Proced,.u:e Law
Section 1 50 .�0 CrimL.,al Procedure Law. 
When notifi ed b? a superic-r  offi cer of :rnoth-::r pcli�e c::g�nc:y of
the i:;suance of a DESK AP?E1\H.Al'�CE TICKET by that r.genc:y :
1 .  
2. 
Assign D .A.T: cont.ml nu;n ber.
G e t  r e q u ired info�·mJJior! for entry on DESK
APPEAR!�1-;CE TIC KET CONTROL AND FORWARDING
REPORT. 
3. Require arresting officer and defendant to come to the
station house only when tbe c1.gency concerned is n o !. 
. cquipp2d 01_· c..rresti:J g officer is nr,t t;:,Jned to 18.kc 
fingerprints .  
Th2 other pol ice c:gency is reqt:ir2d t-.o dclivei- fin:;erprints, copie.;; _
of D.A.T.,D.A.T. E-NESTIGATION (PD 3G0-091) and an 
information co;):r' of the ARREST REPORT to the precinct of 
2 ..rrest. 
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COU R T  APP E A R Ai✓ C E-P R I O R  TO r1 ETU R N  DAT E 
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To conserve m;1.n lwurs and avoid unnecessary courl appearances .. 
if a member of  the service wants f:o draw his corn pbin t prior to
the return cln.te of a DAT which he issued : 
1 .  
2 .  
,., 
o. 
Secure the original anc.1 pirik - copy of t.he DAT and the
defendants RA.I' sheet, if any, from the FA..,,X terminal . 
Have complaint drawn. 
Deliver complaint wi thoGt docket number, to ?o'i.ice Room 
Sup9rvisor. 
4. Swear to complaint before PoE�e Romn Supervisor.
5. Rchirn c.ompirtint to FAX tcrrnincl for sz..fekeeping m,til
return d 2.t e .  
6 . Have com plaint  docketed on return date and deliver to  Clerk
of appropriate 2.rraignment p·art. 
7. 
8. 
Notify sta tion house sup�rvir.or that appearance on return
date is not. nccess;:uy. 
Delete schc,cluled court appc,cnmce from the Diary.
PURPOSE 
DEFINITION 
PR OCED URE 
ASS I G N E D  
fvi E M  BE P. 
To el iminate court app2c1rances by m embers of the service when
arrcsL is cffcctccl on  comp!a.int  of civ i l ian .  
Civil ian Complainant - Any person, other than a Pol ice O fficer or
Special Patro!nn.n , who al leges the commission of an offense by
another and who, upon arrest of the accusc:d , is required to sv: ear' . 
to the allegation  in  court. 
When a p�rson arrested by a c ivilian complainant., qualifies for a
Desk Appe,n·.:m ce Ticl�et, and the Assi�:r:ed :Member of foe Service
is not required to appear in court, the usual An-est and Desk
Appearance Ticket Procedur-2s wi.ll be followed, including the
following n-:o::Iifications and add itional steps :  
1 . Prepare the following . forms at  st::i.tion house at  time of
arrest :  
a .  � Arraignment Card (301.1) 
b. Bench Warrant Report (320) 
c. Non-addict Report (CR.-J.N)  (if defendant is enrolled
in an authorized methadone treatment prog.:am ,
prepx:e form N /\CC CR.-1 instead) 
d . Prc-an:aignn,cnt/Arraig:11:1ent Report · (;'.1 isc. 333)
(When prcpaiing this form , assigned · mem ber wil I
adhere to the following instrnctions, �s he  wili not  be
pi·esen t in court to rclat,� the circumstc2nces to the
/�ssistant District Attorney) ; 
J. . Enter al l rec�ui:i:ed info;:1:nntion completeiy and
accurately 
2 . Include teleph on_e numbers, home and business




Enter \mdcr "Narrative of Detcil s", ho·w
member became aware of offense; where :md
how evidence was found;  description of hju-::y
to comr1bi.1:::.nt; sbtcmcnts or 3.dmis:;ions by
defendant. regardless of opinion as to doubt or:
admiss,,b{l i ty in court 
Disrcg,:i:d sugges ted ::,djo�1rnmcn t  d .. 1tes listed en
form and be guided by the following whe:1
selecti ng ,.'.v2.ilablc elates, in th2 event nppc!:trance
is deem ed necessary by court;  
a. 1st - 1 to 2 weeks after return date 
b. 2n'd - 3 to 4 weeks after return date
c. 3rd - 5 to G weeks after return elate 
Enter on bottom of form,  request for excusal
from subsequent court appearances and sign
name. 
-
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2. Check form s for cor.ipletcncss and accur::icy and sign rank
�md name below Assigned i\1cm ber's signature · on Pre­
-arraignm ent/ Arraignment Report. 
Invoice property held as evidence in the usual manner, if
any. 
4. Prepare "Court Appearance Instrnctions" for complu.1,nant.
{),(0\\ '/-y ()_0[¾.Y)':::? 
In Criminal Court cases in the boroughS-0£ (�s- only, the retmn 
•&ti;f;&i time wili be changed to 1S00 hm.1:s instead of 0930 hours. 
6. 
7 .  
Del iver "Court Appesr,m�c Instructions" .:nd 2nd copy of  
DESlC APPEARANCE TICKET (PD 2G0-121 ) ,  to  com­
plainant and advise him of '.:he following: 
a. P,.eport to  the Police Su perior v.ssigncd to court on
return date to execute com 1;laint. 
b. Date and time  to appear. 
c. Location of court. 
d. Room number v;h8re Police Superior is locat_:�d. 
Excus2 Assigned Mcm ber from the case except if in the
opinion of the station house supervisor, he possesses
inform2.tion ',vhich is materic:l to the  prosecution of the case,
c... Enter noL2.tic•n "Offi cer Excused" on the upp::r right
hand corn er of DAT above precinct ser ial number. 
Staple the fol lmvin;; forms together 2nd forward w ith daily
mdl , to bo:-ouzh Fax Tenninal wi f.h DESK APPEARAr�CE
'I1ICT{ET CO>� 'f:S.OL ./�:'ZD l�'Oi"t\V,���lDlN" G REPOll1"' 
a. Arraignm en t  C,;_rd 








j .  
i'fon-Addict T:.f!lJo,-t (o;.- N/;_CC CR-1)
Pre-nnaignment/ !ura.igrimen t  Rcpoi:t 
Ol·iginal ARREST DISPOSITION REPORT (PD 
244-lfi2) 
Original DESK APPEARANCE TICKET 
Finr.;erprin t fotms ( i f  prcp;:i::_-cd} 
P:ilISO.:H::R 'S :•,iODUS OPi:�RANDI AND PEDIGREE
(PD244-J. 4 1 )  
l11 r1 1· r i •, 1 Co11 fp;-"l' "/> fo ··m ( rn �,oJ )<• •·-�- • •'-'-' ·- - -�  •'· , - l._ , ,c v  " _ 
Des!,;. ;\ppco..rar;. cc Tic!��t InvE!::; ticatio11 Re1Jort. 
Arrests m:,.cle by Store Detectives ·who are NOT Special Patrolmen,
require that a membc>r of the service be «ssigned for the purriose of
issuing the DESK APPEARA�CE TICKET only. In these ca::;es the
addition� forms l isted will be prepared by the Store Detective at 
court ctnd the member of the service need not  appear in court on 
the return date. 





I I U ·/...'+ --------- - ----- --- .. ---··· ····-·--·--
Police superior ,'.ssigned to the court ·,•: ill ,  on ihe return· date,
assign a member of his staff to r:ssist t.h e  civil i�n com plain3.l:t with
the various court procedures.  The m cm b�r dcs ign :ilcd wil l  also
obtain evidence, if any, from the Property Clerk's Oiiice (unless
. the member originally assigned to the 2.rrest is subpoenaed to
appear in court, in such cases hi:! v,ill obtain the cvide;ice). 
An arrest made on the complaint of a civilian complainant,
recorded on Desk .Appeanmc:e Ticket Control and Fonvarding
Report, v:ill indicc1te r.:1e ciyHicL'1 co1nplain.::nt's narne under
ct�ption "ComrJi,Jnwt" .:i.n cl his tclephonB num!.::er under Cc.!.ption
' 'Command/agency' '. 
Ju-rests - G2naal 
.Arrc;:; ts - By a Civilica1 
Desk Appearance - Generai 
�; U M i,; 0 1•i S 1 ;,J 1,' ;�ST i GAT! O rJ I i'r�:
:i:-:ct. r: �: :'O ;::T 
Pr�c i r.c t  Con trol 
1-l �rnb=r 
�;T.'\TE M E N T  TO P. E f! EAD YO D E r f. : ; ;_1 ,\N,:  T11e crinw with l'i l l ich you ,i re chJr[:ed mJy be? processed in one of two w;,'}s: Fir�t, you may b:! d i:!tainQd _ 
t:,ri t i l  y0ur cc� r t  c ;.1;i(:�H(·,nc0 a � .j t h ·.:' :l r.':1ss:b!/ b� h:.: : c! i :i b..i i l .  Scccnd, h�• rurn i 3 �1 i i1�  cc r �.Ji:1 in formc ti8;1 co�:t:::in in�; your b�ckf�rounU. c:np!oyment and
� f; : ;n1
1 y, yS:�J  S::J)' b ·:: fcu r.d e ! iD iD lc  fui  � '. i -� i :;:·�3:;(' ,� c f  o su:-;1m0r.s ,  i i1 \'lh ich c�::.c you 1 :-:J�.' l r:J\"::' t:-'?r£! toc!r:iy ;J nd r:.: -�urn to court or1 Y�!...lr  O','!n on it  spcc•fi�C: 
':! ·,/ i tn i
i: 
the  r.�:>.t t_: ; ; c- c  \-'," c.' r: � s .  i•� J: 1 -:.· c� t �C! c:�� :: :�_� ; .��· 1 1 5  y�1_; wi : :  i:-(� a :' l :ed co::cc-rn t:� :: c : i :-; 1::!  \':i�h which yo:.! c:r:.:: c�1.:i rg::cL I f  ynu 2[;:-cr:: ! c  !..�€: i n t�n.iic\'✓(:d, i� J 2u �hcnz� Ul '.J r ·a ! 1ce 0 0 D :1 rt rn�1';:  t ·'.:' •;2 r , ; :1 t t �c:  1 ;·: rcuT'.:n 1 on by ca ! ! : :�.2 p:• ,..s-::ns r.a:n-:-d b'/ yo�1 cs rcfct C'nc�s. 
, ��= i� � O \'.' LEDG � :-,.� :::  tlT 
(JF IJ E f E N DANI: 
Date of Arrest 
I r-,�re!JJ con;,!!nt  to interview �nd 
vr-rifica tivn o:  th� inrorn1aticn given. I Time A.M. I Location of /l rrest 
P.M. 




S E CTI O N  1 - I D E tff l :" I CATI O N  / JlD rl E 3 1 D E N C E  
1 
\'/ithin Precinct N o  • .
Shield rfo. Command / /lgency 
I Arrest No. 
first Name and I n itial I Dzte of Birth I Female D 
f.lele Q 
I Sin.::i;re □ 
�,!=rried D 
t�:i·.·1 le:,:.: 
/-.pt. No. I Teleptione No. 
Residence Ovzr l Year: 
SC0!1E. 
3 Pc.,:its n 
SECTI O N  2 - FAiii l LY T IES  
lius V/ith ( 1-iame) 
f� Se;:,:HcJ t2d, S;:-ouse's AL!c:!r=ss; OK I f  
t.� in::>r N�t  L iv ing A t  Hv:n�, ?�;er.t's AGdr0ss 
C i ty er Post Cff:cc I H::iw lo:,g­
/..t Curren t 
Address 
Prcof of  l den'. i ty (Driver's Li::., Auto Reg., ! .D .  Cud, Etc. - lndicaie Type .ind Seri:.! Numt:er;;) 
Present Rcsidzr!ce-Six 
Mon:hs or Pr2s2nt �r.d 
Prior-One Year: 
2 Poi;-, ts n 
Pres�nt ne�icence-Four 
f,'.onlh5 or Pre,.ent and 
Prior-Six r.�on ths: 
1 Point n 
Present  �nd Pdo:-­
lln,jer Six Month;: 
0 P;:,i:fr; n 
I Ref3tionsh i;1  I f  r.•iarri:?d, N:1me of De!cndc.nt's Spous:! 
Nur.1ber, Street, Boro�a,h1 ;.pt. f�o. 
I . 
. 
r,..,l�liv=s In The N .Y.C. Ace;, n:� t  Defenc!ao1t Kee;:s In Ciose Co.1 :3ct Wi th: 
At ?r':!v,o:..is. 
/\cldrt���-
SCCflE: _____ f'oints 
I l·!Uc11her cf Child:en
N3rne Address Telephone No. P.ela tionsh ip H ..  ,., Often Seen
. 
Liv-es \Vith F2 ,r; i l:-' AndH�s Her:ul;,r Co,c :ac: 
V/j!.h Otrl';!r  FcJ m i ly :t.ernbcrs 
3 p�:��s Q 
Livz3 Alon�  But  H .::5 
Re,?:Lll.:::t r  Ccr.t3�t Vii th 
Oth�r Rel3 t ivt:s 
1 P:iint [1 
Live'j \'/i�h· f�rnily But 
H�s No Othe; Fa mily 
Contact::. 
Livr.:5 t..Jon-:? 0:- '.V:t:, N;::,n­
fa mi ,y r'ers,;n .t-.r.d H�:-: No 
Contact \',l ith Hel;,ti,:es SCORE: Points 
Curr�ntl'} 
Employed Cy 







______________ ---.<""" _________________________ .-____________ _I Address Name of �rnp:iny 
Ho·.v 
Long 
S EC.  3 
scor, E  
I f  Uncler 1 '.'e::ir, H.:>":1 
Long At ?re·,icus J.:,b 
Husbai1d·s er P�ucn:·s C.:cup3tion 
Cu rrc:-;1t J·:,b O·:e.r 
One Y�cJr 
3 Points 0 
Ci.:rn,.i: J;:,b O·,cr 
Si>: r-, :onths 
2 Points D 
I Type of Wor:, 
I Su;iness Address 
Pr�!,!!nt J�b Et�h'.'::!P.il l:•G : .. � ::,n ths or Su�• 
p:'Jrt£d E3)' Fa m : iy Or , ·,.,sent �nd Prior 
Jot>--Six tt.onth�. 1 Point O 
SECTI O N  4 - P R I O i� t,RR Ef.TS A N O  cmmcn o t,! S 
f·!arne c,f Immediate Supe.r-..:isur 
Une:-:1:-:.lc-:.1"-=-ci C: N�t 
O�h�r1.vi�� S up::,orted 
O Poi.i'.s O 
Telcphor.n f.lo. 
SCOi<E: ____ Poinls 
\'criiie::l O tn:ervizw O 
·-------------------------,--'----------Have Yol! E-.•cr Deen l,rrcskd I How M:iny Times I O:1 \'/ho t  Chilrges De:ore _____ Y�� □�p,=!... __ _!.__ _____ __, _________________________________________ _ 
! :,ve;tir,.i : in f! Of:icc-r r,i ust  Cc.ncJ:.ict  Name Check By T�lephanini: . Tt1c ldentific� tio:, S2ction At 226-500:J Ancl, In Ti le C2se Of A r,: in.:ir, Thi! Youth  Records Section, ou,;h n,� Co:rnn unica t ion;  Sect,on, L, t. 7/18•l 




C;it- t·,1 i:-.cfr.n1e�t rh1r Or 
Vio l i! �ici11 Con•1 iction
1 r-"i:it n 
Two �-.1 i;;cJ. Or Vi('; I .  
C:.,nv ;ct iuns Oi t�. t c: 
Felony Cc.,n•1 ic l ion 
Ttl rf\0 t,� i sci. Or V i�L 
C'Jnvi.:: t i ')n5 Or Tv:.:, 
Felony C01i\.' ic t ion; 
ldent. Sect./Youth n�co�d:3 
rc,ur Or l.��re 1,� i:-d. 
Or Vi :-,r. Con·: i-:\ i(:!l� 
Or 1 l\n•t! Or �.�urc, 
felon;· C-on·: i�t ions. 
r. 1 i n �: .. .  ( . . )  � J\-1 in t;;  r1 
't:rEW YOP.:S:, N. Y. 1 C 0 13 
THE PEO PLE O F  TH E ST:';TE O i- N EW Y O R K  VS. 
DSFENiJA11T'S tlA M E  /,DDRESS 
PCT. S!TCIAL IID. I ARREST so. 
/.GE DATE Of' &I RTH 
You are hereby summoned to appear in the Crimina l  Court of the City o-c New York, to cmswer a crimir:�
ch2rge made against you. 
OFFEN S E  CHARGED 
COUNTY PART /1DiJ � ES S/LOCA Tl O:� "flME: 
I 9:30 A.M. , 
OATE 
tW./DAY/YH. 
lNSTRU CTI O :'-J S  FOR DEFEN DANT
YOU f.i UST Ai'PEJ',R Iff TH E TIM2 i\JW D{\;£ W D I CATED ABOVc t-sm PR ES::::NT T�·H$ r=emi! TO TE:·:
C O U RT CLGHC 
Shou ld you fa i l  to a:::;pe3r  fo, the offense ch.::rged above, i n  addition to a ,:,arrant be:ng issued for your 2r­
rest, you may be cha rged wi th 2.n  add i ti ona l  v io !3t ion of the Penc1 I  L::-1\'J v1h ich upcin conviction rn:;y subjG: , '  
you t8 3 fine, imprisonme;-it or both. /\dd i t i on:, l !y, i f  you fa i l  to compfy with the d i rections of thls D8sk Anp;� �-=:·
EilC� Ticl,ct, 2 ny bai l pa id  w i l l  b2 S '..lbject to forf8 i ture. 
• 
/\DD iT ! O l\i !; !.. l l--l SHW CT ! D H S  
CO;JEFEtWA:HS IF YES, N/1.t·.-'. ES 
o YES __ ...:cD"'-N_o ____ l_· -----------------------------�-----
fi.Cla40V/l.l:OGEM ENT O F  !J EfEN DJH,\T: 
I, the undersigned, do hereby a cknowledge receipt of the ab::,ve DESK l\PPEARANCE TICKET, persona !: . 
served upon rne, and do agree to a ppear 2s ind ica ted. 
FINGERPRI N l  ED 
0 YES D NO 
,'\RR ESTI/JG OFFICC:f! 
S , G S >.,U ,C. o, Dff CMOMH I T>ME OATE 
PHOTOGflAPl-iED BY 
TAX REG. ilCJ. S H I ELD 
THAE llATE 
SQUAD COMMAN D/1,GENCY 
- I
ADDRESS OF AGENCY I F  OTH EP. THAN POLICE DEPT. 
o CASH BAI L /'.\CC EPTED ·( I f  app l icabl8) AM O U NT $ ____ _ 
RANK/SIGt�ATU R E  OF ARR ESTING OFFICER DATE DESK 0:'"rtCE?.'S S IGN,\TUflE 
D I STR I D U T I O N :  Prepare 4 copies.  Copies 1 a ;icl 3 to fax term i n c1 I ,  copy 2 to def::'nd:int and copy 4 to pre6nct file with Arrr- . 
Repor t .  
D E S ! \  /,P PEf,.R1\ ;·) C [  l! C ){[T DP1.1-1 1 0 4oc.:ir , .  
P O  2 C,0 - 1 ;: l ( f., E V .  I � , ·; · 
FAX nr,•,i l f\! ,\L 
APPENDIX FOUR 
CALIFORN IA FORMS FOR UNIFORM CITA'l'IONS 
78 crm.f l�:\L  PHOCEDURE CODE 
[Form for Uniform :Misdemeanor Citation ) 
f A C E  S I DE O f  THE FOR�! 
NOTI C E  TO APP EAR 
D A T E. T I M E  
\ 9  
· NO .  000 1
A £ 5 1 D £ N C E  A D D R E S S  C I T Y  
B U S I N E S S  .A D D R E S S  C I T Y  
0 A I V E F< 5  L I C E N S E  N O .  
5 E. X  
M F 
E Y E S 
D l"' T C H 5 E (.5 )  H O T  C 0 "-4 >--t l T T E D  IH MY P R E � t. N C: £ .  c t R T t r : E o  
I C C R T I F Y  lJ Pi 0 £ �  P � H A L TY 0 ,,.  P E RJURY T H A T  TH C F O R E C O : H G  
C X C C U T £ 0  ':lN YH E O A T [  S H O W H  A. e O \' (.  /'iT 
ISSU I N G  O F F I C E R  
a O D K I N G  i-----7 
R E Q U I  P E () L___I 
Ot-r tN , O R MA T I O H  A "i O  B E L l (. T. 
15 T � U C:  A H D  C O rl: R C: C T .  
_____________ C -' L I F. 
W I T H O U T  A D M I T T I N G G U I L T ,  I P R O M I S E  T O  A P P E A R  A T  T H E  T l .',f E A N D  
P L A C E  C H EC K E D  B E LOW. 
(::)' L'.'ii':':'c{.{:':'.{.':':':<::.: •.. ::,:,:,:,.•:.,·,::•. 
�:·=f==::: 
F :::> R '-4  A P P R O V E D  D Y  T H E  J U D I C I A L  C O U N C I L  O F  
C A L I F O R N I A .  R E V. 1 1 - l O- O '>  r . c .  6 :l 3 . 0  S E E  R E V E R S E  S I D E  
ijfj"J Gr"Y nro;u indicat� opacs>3 oubjoct t o  loc!ll  o r- ::i o ,rncy r<>q uiromanb. 
[ Fo r m  for U n i form M isde, :1 e a 1 1 o r  C i t a t i o n ]  
R [ v £ R S E  S I DE O f  COLi R T  COPY 
B A I L : 
Th e d e fendonl  i s  to be o c!m i t 1 .: d  l o  b o i l  ,n the- $ u m  o r _· ____ _ 
d of I o r s .  
J u d g e  
[ Form for Cn i :•) r ::1 :\f is�crn E':i n or C i t;d. ion ] 
R f. V f. R S E  S 1 n f.  O f  \' l f) I . A l O R · s  COPY 
IMP O R TAN T .  R E A D  CA� E F U L L Y  
W A R N I N G :  
\'l i l l fu f  fo i l u ,c  to opp e o r  a s  p r qm i s c, d i s  o s e p o r o l e  v i o l o l ion  for  
w h i ch y o u  may  b e  o r re s red  ond p un i s h ed b y  6 I.\O N T H S  I N  J A I L  
A N D , O R  550 0 . 0 0  F I N E ,  r e g a r d l e s s  o f  rhe  d i s p o s i t i on o f  ; h e  
o r i g i n a l  c h a r g e  ( P . C .  ·6 53 . 7 ) .
��;� 0�:t�hli:��� 3]'.:k}0�0�2.02;;:;i�:Y:.�:�;-;,:·:·::� ::;::-�iY�}�'.
1:?:�'.:�:�:�?;�:-:_· 1 1 -�-
r 
[Form for Uni form l\l i sdemeanor  and Trailic C i ta t i on }  
F A C E  S I D E  O f  T H E  f-O R M  
HOTI C E  TO APP EAR  
N O .  000 ) 
D A T E  T I M E 
1 9  
tJ A M E  C F I R S T  >-t l D ;:> L E . L A S T J  
R E S I D E N C E  A D D R E S S  C I T Y
B U S I N E S S  -' D D R E S S  C l  T Y
D R I V E R S  L I C E N S E  N O . :; T A T E  ;::. Li,�S.3 3 1 F. T H D A T E  
::;.:: ;.::;:):.,.:=::::-:. . _S E_X_M-.--F--,,-H-A-1 
R
----,-,Ec---Y-cE-S----,-H-=Ec-1-Gcc-H-,T,,------,.-W-::E-:l-::G�H-:-:;T;--....,.t•=-� :� .�-:�: 
v E H  I c L E L I  c· E N  s E N o. s T ;'\ T E .f:::S:??-:�-�-:�·�}f1)t:):'::•:� 
�=·· --•: ·:;.y·: ►-(" �:-. . r. :·· · _· ··:��-:::<.'..·��--------,--------�-��----�------� 
Y E A R  O F  Y E H .  M A K E  B O D Y  S T Y L E  
R E G I S T E R E D  O W N E R  · o R  
A D D R E S S  O F  O W N E R  O R  L E S S E E  
L O C A T I ON O F  V J O L A T I D "' (S )  
O N  
Q r r c N S E. (� )  H O T  c a ,,.o .. 1 1 T T ( O  I N  M Y  P R ( S E N C E .  C E ;f i l F'H.O O N  l "l f O A M A T I O N  A N O  D E L H. F:,  
I C E: ,. T t r l' UN O !: R  P [ � A L TY O F  P E. RJ U R Y  l H A T  T H E  F O ? E C O I N C  I S  TRU E A ,., O  C O R ?. E C Ta 
C .J: C C U T C O  ON T H E  0 4. T [  S H O 'r'l 'i  A &O V [  A T. 
::�": :: ,:: ::�.:�""'". " "'' "'"' ,:,� � :,, ' f ¥t1Nillf ;�Q:ilt:::;
W I T H O U T  A D M I T T I N G. G U I L T ,  I P R O M I S E  T O  A P ? E A R  AT T H E  T I M E  A N O  
P L A C E  C H E C K E D  B E L O W. 
F O R M  A P P R O V E D  BY T H E  J U D I C I A L C O U N C I L  O F  
C A L l ,-.- O H N I A .  R t V. 1 1 � 1 0- 0 0  v . c .  � 0 � 1 3 { !, )  P . C: .  e !l 3 . 0  S E E  R E V E R S E  S I D E  
[Form for Uniform :Misdemeanor and Traffic Citation} 
R F. 1"E R S E  S roE  o F  Cou ?. T  COPY 
B A I L :  
Th e d e fe n d a n t  i s  t o  b e  odni i t tc_d _ to  b a i l  on t h e  s u m  o f_· ____ _ 
d ol l a r s . · 
J u d g e  
l}!:11'.���JI��t1/��1Jf tWt;:11 'f ::1@li��i,1 
> :::::: ·: ::; ': :': >::: : :'''''?>: ::  '.':\: ':: ·'.:: _ :: =·::::=:::': : :J{;� 9-�- :
[Form for Uniform :i\fiscl emE'anor and 'I'raffic Citation] 
IMP O R T/� N T  - R EA D  CA R E F U L L Y  
WA R I-.J I N G :  
Wi l l ful  fa i l ur e  to  o p p c- o r  o s  p r o rn i s � d i s  o s e p o r o l e  v io l c r ion for 
wh i c h  y o u  moy be o r r e s r e d  a n d  p u � 1 s h e d 'by 6 M O N T H S  I N  J A I L  
A N D  O R  5 50 0 . 0 0  F I N E , r e g a r d l e s s  o f  th e d i s po s i t i on o f  the 
or i g i n a l  c h a r g e,  ( V . C .  40508,  P . C .  8 5 3 . 7 ) .  In  a ddi t i on, t h e  D e-
B A I L  IN F O R M A T I O N :  
_ ( A � o , opr i o l c  f n#fo r m o l i o n � h o u l d  
'(°u: 1c;1;:, op cou � r c cER:< . �WURS - .  
:i_ ii/1::i ;;�i�;;;\: :;;:::: i';/::f',:,;�:x/:;;:1 ,;':f;:::i<EUdt·t::;::: ';: :(:/:(C
b e!'_ p r , n l e d  h e r�) 
_ . _. <. :c ::.::-
APPEN D I X  FIVE 
AGENCY RECON1'1ENDA'l'ION S ON CRIMES FOR WHICH CITATIONS .MAY BE ISSUED 
ANCHORAGE POLICE DEPARTMENT 
ANCHORJ\,GE POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Crimes are categori zed in three groups : 
(A ) Those for which citations may generally be issued ; 
( B )  Those for which citat ions may b e  issued only after 
careful considerat ion of the circumstances surround� 
ing the alleged criminal act ; and , 
(C) Those for which citations should not be issued under 
any circumstances. 
The crimes listed in each category are recommendations of 
the Task Force Representative of the Agency in question and 
are subj ect to final approval by the Agency head . 
Those crimes whi ch are found in Category B are ones in 
which careful consideration should be given to the potential 
for violence , harm to a person , or the potential for the unlawful 
activity resuming once a citation has been issued and the 
arresting officer has left the scene . 
The Task Force was in general agreement that misdemeanors 
outside Title 1 1  of the Alaska Statutes and those contained in 
Muniri pal Ordinances would generally be subject to citation . 
AS 1 1 . 1 5 . 3 1 0  
AS 11 . 1 5. 340 
AS 11 . 2 0 . 1 35 
AS 11 . 2 0 . 140 
Category A 
l .
Libel and Slander 
Negligent use of combustible 
materials 
Unauthorized entry, use or 
occupancy of property 
Larceny of money or property 
(under $ 1 0 0 . 0 0 )
Category A (continued ) 
AS 11. 20. 145 
AS 1 1 . 20 . 160 
AS 1 1 . 20. 170 
AS 1 1 . 20 . 200 
AS 11. 20. 2 10 
AS 1 1. 20. 230 
AS 11 . 20. 260 
AS 11. 20. 275
AS 1 1 . 20. 280 
AS 11 . 20. 2 90 
AS 11 . 20 . 330 
AS 11. 20. 340
AS 11 . 20. 400 
AS 11 . 20 . 430 
AS 11 . 20. 4 40 
AS  11 . 20. 450 
AS 11 . 20. 4 70 
AS 1 1 . 20 . 4 80 
Driving or taking watercraft or  
aircraft without the owner's consent 
Larceny of animals (under $ 50. 00) 
Driving animals from range 
Larceny by false personation (when 
a misdemeanor ) 
Issuing checks without funds or 
credit 
Drawing of check with insufficient 
funds (when a misdemeanor ) 
Retention of lost property 
Concealment of merchandise 
Embe z zlement by employee or servant 
(less than $ 100 . 00) 
Embe z zlement by bailee ( less than 
$ 100. 00) 
Embez zlement by Trustee (less than 
$ 100. 00) 
Embez zlement by Fiduciary ( less than 
$ 100. 00) 
Fraudulent sale of personalty subject 
to security interest 
Falsifying or destroying corporate 
or company records 
False reports as to corporations or 
companies 
False pretenses on soliciti ng for 
organizations 
False statement affecting banks , 
banking institutions and trust 
companies 
Defrauding hotel , boardinghouse ,
bar or res taurant operator 
ii . 
Category A ( continued) 
AS 11. 2 0 . 4 95
AS 11 . 2 0 . 50 0  
AS 11 . 2 0 . 510 
AS 11 . 2 0. 59 0
AS 11 . 2 0 . 610 
AS 11. 2 0. 62 0
AS 11. 2 0 . 630
AS 11 . 2 0 . 660 
AS 11 . 2 0 . 670 
AS 11 . 2 2 . 0 1 0  
AS 11. 2 2 . 0 2 0
AS 11 . 2 2 . 030 
AS 11 . 2 2 . 0 4 0  
AS 11 . 2 2. 060 
AS 11. 2 2 . 07 0  
AS 11. 2 2 . 08 0
AS 11 . 2 2 . 0 9 0
Fraudulent use o f  telecommunication 
service 
Unauthori zed use o f  badge or emblem 
o f  soc ieties
Labeling of imitation gold, j ade or 
ivory 
Inj ury to highways , public recreation 
facilities or highway signs 
Trespassing on Improved lands 
Injuring trees or removing timber 
or minerals 
Trespass 
Opening or publishing contents of 
sealed letters 
Misuse , damage , or destruction o f  
camps 
Theft by taking or retaining posses­
sion of card taken 
The ft of credit card lost , mislaid, 
or delivered by mistake 
Purchase or sale o f  credi t  card of 
another 
Obtaining control of  credit cards 
as security for debt. 
Signing credit card o f  another 
Fraudulent use of a credit card 
(when a misdemeanor) 
Fraud by a person authorized to 
provide goods or services (when a 
misdemeanor) 
Misrepresentation to issuer (when 
a misdemeanor) 
iii .
Category A (continued ) 
AS 11 . 22. 110 
AS 11 . 25 . 070 
AS 11 . 25. 080 
AS 11 . 3 0 . 180 
AS 11 . 3 0 . 190  
AS 11 . 3 0 . 215 
AS 11. 3 0 . 220 
AS 11. 3 0 . 23 0
AS 11 . 3 0 . 2 40 
AS 11 . 3 0 . 245 
AS 11 . 3 0. 3 15 
AS 11 . 35.  010 
AS 11. 40 . 160
AS 11. 40. 450
AS 11 . 40 . 460 
AS 11 . 4 0 .  4 7 0 
AS 11 . 40 . 480 
AS 11 . 40. 50 0 
AS 11 . 40 . 510 
Receipt of anything of  value obtained 
by fraudulent use of credit cards 
M�king false or altering receipts 
of goods in warehouse 
Counterfeiting or imitating brands 
Officer not executing process whereby 
person escapes 
Compounding or concealing crime 
Making a false report to a peace 
officer 
Impersonating peace officer 
Receiving unauthorized fees ; non­
feasance in office 
Mishandling of  public records 
Obstruction of access to public 
records 
Destroying , altering , or concealing 
evidence 
Desertion or nonsupport o f  spouse 
or child 
Display , sale, offer , distribution , 
lending, or giving away o f  objec� 
tionable comic books 
Attaching or detaining dead body for 
debt 
Destruction of any part of a cemetery 
Making roads through a cemetery 
Cruelty to animals 
Abandoning disabled animals to die 
Use of live birds as targets 
iv . 
Category A ( continued ) 
AS 1 1 . 4 0 . 52 0
AS 11 . 4 0 . 5 3 0
AS 1 1 . 4 5 . 0 5 0  
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 0 1 0
AS 1 1 . 6 0 .  0 2 0  
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 0 3 0  
AS 11 . 6 0 . 0 7 0  
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 0 8 0  
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 1 1 0  
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 14 0  
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 17 0  
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 2 0 0
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 2 2 0
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 2 2 5  
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 2 8 0
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 2 9 0
AS 1 1 . 6 0 . 3 5 0  
AS 1 1 . 6 5 . 0 3 0  
AS 1 1 . 7 0 . 0 4 0  
AS 1 1 . 7 0 . 0 5 0  
Fighting o r  baiting animals or 
creatures 
Maintaining kennel or pet shop in 
unsanitary-or inhumane manner 
False alarms 
Promoting or setting up lotteries 
Selling tickets or shares 
Advertising tickets or shares 
Mihors in card rooms 
Selling or giving tobacco to minor 
Frequenting opium dens 
Dealing or conducting gambling game 
Places where gambling or unlicensed 
liquor traffic conducted as nuisances 
Permitting dangerous animal to be 
at large 
Desecration of  flag 
Improper use of  State Seal 
Unauthorized publication or use o f
communications 
Eavesdropping 
Deprivation o f  rights under color of
law 
Tampering with posted notices 
Blind persons with guide dogs in
public places 
Arctic Winter Garnes 
v .
_. AS 11. 15 . 200 
AS 11 . 15. 230 
AS 11 . 20 . 350 
AS 11. 20. 215
AS 11 . 20. 575 
AS 11 . 30. 080 
AS 11 . 30 . 130 
AS 11 . 30 . 200 
AS 11 . 30. 210 
AS 11 . 40 . 080 
AS 11 . 45 . 030 
AS 11 . 55 . 010 
AS 11 . 55. 050 
AS 11 . 55. 060 
AS 11. 55 . 065
AS 11 . 55 . 070 
AS 11 . 65. 010 
AS 11 . 65. 020 
Category B 
Careless use of firearms 
Assault and assault and battery 
Buying, receiving, or concealing 
stolen property 
Malicious Mischief and destruction of 
property 
Malicious destruction of property by 
a tenant 
Aiding escape from confinement 
Rescue of Prisoner 
Neglect or refusal to a id officer 
Obstructing an of ficer 
Indecent exposure and exhibition 
Disorderly conduct 
Carrying concealed weapons 
Flourishing , pointing, or discharging 
firearm in a public place 
Shooting at buildings 
Shooting from, on, or across highways 
Possession of firearm while under 
influence of intoxicating liquor or 
drug 
Discharging ballast into navigable 
waters 
Interfering with buoys and beacons 
Vl . 
Category C 
AS 11. 1 5 . 2 20 As sault with dangerous weapons 
AS 11 . 15 . 290 Childstealing 
AS 11 . 15. 300 Blackmail 
AS 11. 40 . 130 Contributing to delinquency of 
child 
AS 11. 40. 210 through
AS 11 . 40. 4 20 Prostitution and related offenses 
AS 11. 40. 4 40 Disinterment of body 
AS 11. 45. 020 Riot and Unlawful Assembly 
AS 11 . 60. 210 Vagrancy 
vii.
ALASKA STATE TROOPERS 
ALASKA STATE TROOPERS 
Crimes are categorized in three groups : 
(A )  Those for which citations may generally b e  issued ; 
( B ) Those for which citat:t-01 s may e issued only a fter 
careful consideration of the circumstances surround­
ing the alleged criminal act ;  and , 
(C )  Those for which citati ons should not be issued under 
a ny circumstances . 
The crimes listed in each category are rec01mnendations of  
the Task Force Representative of the Agency in question a n d  
a r e  subj ect to final approval by the Agency head . 
Those crimes which are found in Category B are ones in 
which careful consideration should  be given to the potential  
for violence , harm to a person , or the potenti a l  for the unl awful  
activity resuming once a citation has been issued a n d  the 
arresting officer has left the scene . 
The Task Force was in genera l  agreement that misdemeanors 
outside Title 11 of the Alaska Statutes and those contained i n
Municipal Ordinances would general ly be subj ect to cit ation . 
AS 1 1 . 15. 300 
AS 1 1 . 15 . 3 10 
AS 1 1 . 15. 3 40 
AS 1 1 . 20 . 1 3 5
AS 1 1 . 20 . 1 40 
Category li 
Blackmail (when a misdemeanor ) 
Libel and Slander 
Negligent use of combustible 
materia ls 
Unauthorized entry , �se or 
occupancy of property 
Larceny of money or property 
(under $ 100 . 00 }
viii . 
Category A ( continued ) 
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 1 4 5
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 1 6 0  
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 1 7 0
AS 1 1. 2 0 . 2 0 0  
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 21 0
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 2 3 0
AS 1 1. 2 0 . 2 6 0
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 2 7 5
AS 1 1 . 2 0. 2 8 0
AS 1 1 . 2 0. 2 9 0
AS 1 1 . 2 0. 3 3 0  
AS 1 1 . 2 0. 3 4 0
AS 1 1. 2 0. 4 0 0
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 4 3 0
AS 1 1 . 2 0. 4 4 0
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 4 5 0 
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 4 7 0
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 4 8 0
Driving or taking watercraft or 
a ircraft without the owner ' s  consent 
Larceny of animals (under $ 5 0 . 0 0 )
Driving animals from range 
Larceny by false personation (when 
a misdemeanor ) 
Issuing checks without funds or 
credit 
Drawing of check with insufficient 
funds (when · a misdemeanor ) 
Retention of lost property 
Concealment of merchandise 
Embez z lement by employee or servant 
( less than $ 1 0 0 . 0 0 )
Embez z lement by bailee  { less than 
$ 1 0 0 . 0 0 )  
Embez z lement by Tru stee  (less than 
$ 1 0 0. 0 0 )  
Embez z lement by Fiduciary ( less than 
$ 1 0 0 . 0 0 )  
Fraudulent sale of personalty subj ec t 
to security interest 
Falsifying or destroying corporate 
or company records 
False reports as to corporations or 
companies 
False pretenses on sol i c i ting for 
organizations 
Fa lse statement affecting banks , 
banking institutions and trust 
companies 
. Defrauding ·hotel , boardi�ghouie , 
bar or restaurant operator 
ix.
Category A ( continued ) 
AS 1 1 . 20 . 4 9 5 
AS 1 1 . 20 . 500 
AS 1 1 . 20. 510 
AS 11 . 20. 590 
AS 1 1 . 20. 6 10 
AS 1 1 . 20 . 6 20 
AS 11 . 20. 6 30 
AS 1 1. 20. 6 60 
AS 11 . 20 . 670 
AS 1 1 . 2 2 . 010 
AS 11 . 2 2. 020 
AS 11. 2 2 . 030
AS 11 . 2 2 . 040 
AS 11. 2 2 . 060
AS 11 . 2 2 . 070 
AS 1 1. 2 2 . 080 
AS 1 1. 2 2 . 09 0 
Frr,udulent use o f  tel ecomrnunicu.tior:. 
s ervice 
Unauthori zed u s e  of b�dge or emblem 
of societies 
Labeling of imitation gold, j ade or 
ivory 
Inj ury to highways, public recreation 
fac iliti es or highway signs 
Trespassing on Improved lands 
Irijuring trees or removing timber 
or minerals 
Trespass 
Opening or publishing contents of 
sealed letters 
Misuse , damage , or destructi on of 
camps 
The f t  by taking or retaining poss e s ­
sion o f  card taken 
The ft of credi t card lost , mislaid, 
or delivered by mistake 
Purchase or sale of credit card of 
another 
Obtaining control of credit cards 
as security for debt. 
S igning credit card of another 
Fraudulent use of a credit card 
(when a misdemeanor ) 
Fraud by a person authorized to 
provide goods or s ervices (when a 
misdemeanor ) 
Misrepresentation to issuer (when 
a misdemeanor) 
x.
Category A ( continued ) 
AS 1 1 . 2 2 . 1 1 0  
AS 1 1 . 2 5 . 0 7 0
AS 1 1 . 2 5 . 0 8 0
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 1 8 0
AS 11 . 3 0 . 1 9 0
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 2 1 5  
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 2 2 0
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 2 3 0
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 2 4 0
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 2 4 5
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 3 1 5  
AS 1 1 . 3 5 . 0 1 0  
AS 1 1 . 4 0 . 1 6 0  
AS 1 1 . 4 0 . 4 5 0  
AS 11.  4 0 . 4 6 0 
AS 1 1 . 4 0 . 4 7 0
AS 1 1 . 4 0 .  ,1 8 0 
AS 1 1 . 4 0 .  5 0 0 
AS 1 1 . 4 0 . 51 0
Receipt of anything o f  value obtained 
by fraudulent use of credit cards 
Making fal s e  or altering receipts 
of goods in warehouse 
Counterf eiting or imitating brands 
O fficer not executing proces s  whereby 
person escapes 
Compounding or concealing crime 
Making a fal se report to a peace 
officer 
Imper sonating peace officer 
Receiving unauthorized fees ; non� 
feasance in office 
Mishandling of public records 
Obstruction of a ccess to publi c  
records 
Des troying , altering , or concealing 
evidence 
Desertion or non support of spouse 
or child 
Display , sale , offer , d i s tribution , 
lending, or giving away of obj ec� 
tionable  comic books 
Attaching or detaining dead body for 
debt 
Destruction of any part of a cemetery 
Making roads through a cemetery 
Cruel ty to animals  
Abandoning disabled animal s to die 
Use  of live birds  as targets 
xi . 
Category A (con tinued ) 
AS 1 1 . 40 . 5 20 
AS 1 1 . 40 . 5 30 
AS 1 1 . 45. 0 50 
AS 11 . 60 . 0 10 
AS 11 . 60 . 0 20 
AS 1 1 . 60 . 0 30 
AS 1 1 . 60 . 0 70 
AS 1 1 . 60 . 080 
AS 1 1 . 60 . 1 10 
AS 1 1 , 60 . 140  
AS 1 1. 60 . 170 
AS 1 1 . 60 . 200 
AS 1 1 . 60 . 2 10 
AS 1 1 . 60 . 2 20 
AS · 1 1 . 60 . 2 2 5  
AS 1 1. 60. 280 
AS 1 1 . 60. 290 
AS 1 1 . 60 . 3 50 
AS 1 1 . 65. 0 30 
AS 1 1 . 70 . 040 
AS 1 1 . 70 . 0 50 
Fighting or baiting animals o r  
creatures 
Maintaining kennel or pet shop in 
unsanitary or i nhumane manner 
False alarms 
Promoting or setting up lotteri es 
Selling tickets or shares 
Advertising tickets o� shares 
�inors in card rooms 
Selling or  giving tobacco to minor 
Frequenting opium den s  
Dealing or conducting gambling game 
Places where gambling or unl icensed 
liquor traffic conducted as nuisances 
Permitting dangerous animal to be 
at large 
Vagrancy 
Desecration of flag 
Improper use of State Seal 
Unauthorized publication or use of 
communications 
Eavesdropping 
Deprivation of rights under color of  
law
Tampering with posted notices 
Blind persons with guide dogs i n
public places 
Arctic Winter Games 
X l l ; 
AS 11 . 1 5 . 2 0 0
AS 1 1 . 1 5 . 2 3 0
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 3 5 0
AS 11 . 2 0 . 2 1 5  
AS 1 1 . 2 0 . 5 7 5  
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 0 8 0
. AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 1 3 0  
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 2 0 0
AS 1 1 . 3 0 . 21 0
AS 1 1 . 4 0 . 0 8 0
AS 1 1 . 4 0 . 1 3 0
AS 1 1 . 4 5 . 0 2 0
AS 1 1 . 4 5 . 0 3 0
AS 1 1 . 5 5 . 0 1 0
AS 1 1 . 5 5 . 0 5 0  
AS 1 1 . 5 5 . 0 6 0
AS 1 1 . 5 5 . 0 6 5
AS 1 1 . 5 5 . 0 7 0
AS 1 1 . 6 5 . 0 1 0
AS 11 . 6 5 . 0 2 0
Category B 
Careless  use of firearms 
As sau l t  and a�sault  and battery 
Buy ing , receiving, or concealing 
stolen property 
Ma licious Mischief  and d e struction of  
property 
Ma licious destruction of property by 
a tenant 
Aiding escape from confinement 
Rescue of Prisoner 
Neglect or refu s a l  to aid officer 
Obstructing an officer 
Indecent exposure and exhibition 
Contributing to delinquency of child 
Riot and unlawful assembly 
D i sorderly conduct 
Carrying concealed weapons 
Flourish ing , pointing, or d i scharging 
firearm in a public place 
Shobting at buildings 
Shooting from , ·  on , or acro s s  highway s 
Pos session of firearm whi l e  under 
influence of intoxicat ing l iquor or 
drug 
Discharging bal l a s t  into navigable 
waters 





AS 1 1 . 15. 2 2 0
AS 11. 15 . 290 
AS 1 1 . 40 . 2 1 0  through 
AS 11. 4 0 . 42 0
AS 11 . 4 0 . 4 4 0  
Assault with dangerous weapons 
Childstealing 
Prostitution and related offenses 
Dis interment of body 
ixv . 
APPENDI X  S IX 
PROPOSED RELEASE CRITERIA 
,.-
CRITERIA TO CONSIDER IN 
DECIDING WHETHER OR NOT TO . ISSUE A CITATION 
I DENTIFICNI'ION : 
1 .  How much identifica tion does the individua l have on 
his/her person? 
2. Who issued the identification? Government ,  business ,
etc .
3 .  Does it contain a picture? Does it contain other 
information which tends to positively es tablish that 
the bearer is the person the identific�tion says he/she 
is? 
4 .  If the person has no id entification on his/her person , 
how plausible  is the explanation for the failure to 
carry identification? 
5 .  I f  the person has no identification on his/he r  p erson 
can verification of identity be gained from witn esses , 
victim , or by other rapid and convenient methods? 
RES IDENCE : 
1 .  How long has the p�rson lived a t  his/he�  current 
address?  
2 .  How long has the person lived within the  community? 
3 .  · nas the person "moved around " frequently within the 
community? 
4 .  If the person is a newcomer to the community , wh ere 
has  he/she moved from? For what rea sons?  How long did 
he/ she re side at  a previou s address in another community? 
FA.t'11ILY/OTHER CONTACTS IN COMMUN ITY : 
1 .  Does the indivi dual current ly l ive with a member of  
hi s/her iwmediate  fami ly? 
2 .  I s  the individual married? Is he/she currently l ivi�g 
with a spou se?  Does  he/she have children? Are they 
l iving wi th the individua l ?
3 �  Does the individual  maintain regular ties  with family  
members oth er than those with  whom he/she r e s id e s ?  
4 .  I f  t h e  individual resides a lone , does he/she maintain 
regular tie s . wi th family members who r� side  within · the 
communi ty ?  
. 5 .  Does the individual live a l on e ?  I f  not , what  i s  h i s/her 
relationship with the individual with whom he/she r e sides?  
6 .  What knowledge does the arresting officer have �bout the 
individual ( s )  • with whom the person in cus tody resides?  
E!,1PLOYMENT :
1 .  I s  the individual  employed? If so , with whom? How long? 
2 .  If recently employed , what is the indivdual 1 s past  
employment his tory? 
3 .  If the individual is curren t ly unempl oyed , how long 
has this  condi tion exi sted? 
4 .  If the individua l is  unempl oyed , i s  he/she  engag ed in 
a sea sonable  occupation for which employment opportunities 
are  l imited ·or currently unava i l able?  
.r-a SCELLAt�EOUS : 
1 .  I s  the individual under a doctor ' s  care? 
2 .  I s  the individual receviving welfare , unemployment , 
workman ' s  compensation checks? 
3 .  Is  the individual a s tudent pt a local col lege or 
high school?  
4 . I s  the  individual  a member of a national g uard r e serve unit�  
5 . · I s  the individual a member of the armed s ervice s ?  I s  
he/she s t ationed a t  a local military ins tal lation? 
6 .  h1hat does the arresting o f f icer know from personal  
knowl edge about the in4ividual ' s  prior criminal histoiy? 
7 .  Hive the  individual ' s  answers been s traight forward or  
have they been eva s ive? Has the  individual  been caught 
in a lie? Did the l i e  dea l wi�h an importan t factor?  
NOTE : A l l  the se  factors are  to  be cons idered in ltght  o f  
the crime involved , the circums tances surrounding th e 
crime , the relationship between the victim and the 
individual in cus tody i etc . 
In  considering the nature of  the crime , attention 
should b e  paid to consideration of  whether o r  not the 
individu a l  i s  likely to continue his/her unlawful conduct 
once a ci tation has been i s sued. 
Above a l l  other factors ,  the of ficer · considering 
i ssuing the citation should keep in mind that its  b a s ic 
obj ective i s  to insure that  the ind ividual  to whom i t  is 
issued wi l l  appear at  arraignment on the da te  set . I f  the 
o f ficer concludes that the individual wil l  appear , and the
crime a lleged is one  for wh i ch the  o f f i c e r  h a s  the d i scretion 
to i s sue a citation , then the citat i on should  be i ssued . 
· APPENDI X  SEVEN
PROPOSED UNTFORM TRAFFIC CITATION 
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